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Faculty Welfare Committee Disputes Contract
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor-in-Chief
The Faculty Welfare Committee, with the help of attorney Alan
Neigher, has been working with
key members of the administration
to settle recent disputes over issues
such as contract status, salaries,
and compensation.
"The University had never
accepted the idea that we had a
legally enforcible contract," said
Mariann Regan, Secretary of the
FWC. "Now, with the help of Mr.
Neigher, the specific language, the
legalese, of the contract is being
worked out."
"The Salary Committee is the
negotiating committee for the faculty," said Kevin Cassidy, FWC
Chairman. Negotiations between

the faculty and administration have
been going on since December.
According to the FWC Newsletter, Volume 1, Number 6, the
session of February 22 was the
most important one to date. The
newsletter states: "It will determine whether the non-economic
issues are to be readily disposed of,
or whether the administtration will
make a serious problem out of
them. The ball is in their court and
the faculty team has made this clear
to them."
The Salary Committee of the
faculty is composed of faculty,
members Ray Poincelot (Chair),
Philip Lane, Frederick Mis, Frank
Rice, and Cassidy. The negotiating committee for the administration consists of William Lucas,
Vice President for Finance (Chair),

Fairfield Beefs Up
Campus Security
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
A new security system will
be installed in all of the residence
halls by next fall in order to limit
entry into the buildings to those
that live there and their invited
guests.
A Safety Security Committee has recently been formed on
campus to determine what the best
system will be and how it will be
implemented. The committee is
comprised of Patricia Christiano,
Assistant Director of Student Residences, Rebecca Clement, Director of Telecommunications, Glenn
Griffin, Head of Security, resident Jesuits, members of the
IRHG, and resident advisors.
"We're taking a pro-active
role," Christiano said. "It's a very
positive thing we're doing. It
didn't come out of anything happening," she added.
"It's a very good step in the
right direction," said Todd
Pelazzo, Assistant Director of
Security. He said that most colleges have some type of security
system, while Fairfield presently
has nothing other than the locking of fire doors.
The committee is currently
considering a card and telephone
door entry system. Students will
be issued a security card with a
bar code that will give them access to the residence halls. Card
readers will be placed at the heavy
traffic entrances of the buildings
and when students place their

cards into the unit the door will
open.
Also at the entrance will be
a secuirty panel hooked up to either student telephones or an intercom system. Operating on three
digit codes, visitors will punch in
the code of the student they wish
to see, that person's telephone
will ring, and he or she can decide
if they want to let the visitor into
the building. If so, the student
presses the number nine on the
telephone and the entrance of the
residence hall will open.
"This will give students the
opportunity to turn away a person
they don't want in the building
and deter potential problems," said
Clement.
According to John MacKeil,
Sales Representative from Electronic Security and Control Systems, this system is popular in
condominiums and "ideal for
dormitories."
"Sixty percent of all crime
is committed by students, so you'll
be reducing, but not eliminating
crime on campus," MacKeil said.
"We want to make students
more aware of security and it's
for their benefit obviously that
we 're doing this," Christiano said.
"It shouldn't take a tragic
incident to occur to get an increase in security," Pelazzo said.
"Security is the entire University
community's responsibility.
Pelazzo added, however,
that in order for the system to
work the cooperation of the stu-

continued on page 3

William Schimpf, Vice President
Student Services, Robert Stepsis,
Academic Vice President, and
Steven Jakab, Assistant Provost.
"It is the faculty who are
charged with the academic goals
of the University. They are most
concerned with the academic sector," said Cassidy.
"One of our purposes is to get
the salaries high enough to attract
good faculty members," said Regan.
According to a comparison of
salary equivalents between Fairfield faculty and faculty at public
schools in Fairfield published by
the FWC, "Fairfield University
faculty salaries are, in general,
significantly lower than the equivalent salaries for teachers in the
public school districts of Fairfield
Country."
"The Fairfield County public
schools have evidently preceded
Fairfield University in their acknowledgement that a higher salary level is required for a decent
living in Fairfield County," concludes the publication, compiled
hy Regan.
"The quality or caliber (of the
faculty) depends on how much the
University is willing to offer," said
Cassidy. Both Cassidy and Regan
point out the cost of living in Fairfield County. "The public schools
recognize the Fairfield County
factor, but the University is living
in the past," said Regan.
Over 80 percent of the faculty
belongs to the FWC. Of the 177
available full-time faculty, 146

belong to the FWC. "We do not
want to pressure people to join,"
said Regan.
Cassisdy says many of those
who have not joined are on leave of
absense and are on the verge of
retirement.
Both Regan and Cassidy are hopeful for a hopeful for a good resolu-

tion. "The sooner, the better," said
Cassidy. When the disputes will
be resolved depends on the dynamics of the negotiating process,
according to Cassidy.
"We have,made more real
progress and have had more real
negotiations than we've ever had
before," said Regan.

FWC: Active and Visible
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor-in-Chief
The Faculty Welfare Committee consists of over 80 percent of the
faculty. They have been actively participarting in the committee and
the committee has taken steps to be recognized around campus.
Many of the members of the FWC have been wearing "Excellence in Education" buttons. "The buttons are an external manifestation of our committment to our cause," said Marianne Regan, Secretary of the FWC. Kevin Cassisy, Chairman of the FWC, adds that they
"support the efforts of the organization."
Another step the FWC has taken to further their cause is the
publication of an FWC Newsletter to keep the faculty posted and to
allow them to talk to each other. Each member of the FWC as well as
the administrators who are negotiating receive copies of the newsletter. Copies are available in the library for any interested students, administrators, or staff members.
Both Regan and Cassidy are in favor of student support of the
FWC. "Student support lets the administration see that the students
know what we're all about," said Cassidy.
The members of the FWC have been spending up to several hours
per day working toward the goals of the committee. But, Regan said
"We certainly want it to effect classrooms as little as possible this
semester."
"It has been more of a pleasure to go into a classroom and teach.
When I'm teaching, I don't have to worry about organizational matters," said Cassidy.
According to Cassidy, "The administration has been more forthcoming in reponse to faculty concerns since the formation of the
Faculty Welfare Committee."

McSherry Selects Executive
Director and Vice-Presidents
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
Last week, Chris McSherry,
FUSA President Elect, announced
his vice-presidential appomtments.
Joanne Lewers has been appointed
Executive Director, Craig Haba,
VP of Student Life, Nancy Gelston, VP of Government Affairs,
and Janine Spinnato, VP of Student Activities.
"All four have a tremendous
amount of experience," said McSherry, who will be sworn into office
on April 3. "They are all going to
be a major asset for the upcoming
year."
The position of Executive
Director is being brought back this
year after the former president,
Warren DiDonato, did away with
it. The role of the Executive Director is to be the president's "right
hand person,". McSherry said.
McSherry said the position
was brought back because it is
extremely helpful to the president.
"There will be days where I can't
make a meeting and the Executive
Direcor will have to replace me,"
he said. "She is going to have to
know everything that is going on,"
he added.
McSherry said Lewers is the
best person for the position. "I was
more happy the night Joanne took
the position than when I won the
election," he said.
Lewers, an English major,
has been involved with FUSA since
freshman year. She has worked on
the Senate and served as co-chair

of the Special Events Committee.
With her new position,
Lewers said she is "going to try to
improve communication between
the three branches of FUSA, as
well as with the students."
"Part of my role will be to
make sure things will run smoothly
and that work is delegated properly, " she said. "We have a great
foundation to build on and I feel it

is going to be a great year."
Gelston, a Fine Arts major,
has worked with FUSA since her
freshman year as part of the Publicity Committee. She is presently
the Director of the Graphic Design
committee.
As VP of Government Affairs, Gelston will be in charge of
the overall internal aspects of

continued on page 2

Newly appointed Executive Director Joanne Lewers.
Photo: Dan Wall
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Senior Week Co-Chairs Appointed
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor

Juniors Jill Smith and Marybeth Collins have been selected
as this year's Senior Week CoChairs. They will organize all
events for the send- off to the Class
of 1990.
Smith and Collins were
chosen out of fourteen applicants
by a panel of the Campus Center
staff: Matt Dinnan, Assistant Director of the Campus Center and
University Activities, Laura
Pucket, Assistant Director of Student Activities, and Graduate
Assistants Chris Darcy, Denise
Sotphin, and Greg Turner.
"Jill and Marybeth possess
a lot of positive energy and enthusiasm," Dinnan said. They were
appointed based on their application, interview, and references.
Senior Week will run May
16-19, followed by graduation on

mittee members after Spring Break.
Fifty to 70 members of the Class of
1991 will participate to make
Senior Week possible.
"We're looking for dedication, enthusiasm, creativity, and
leadership abilities," Collins said.
The first major project for
the co-chairs is developing a general theme and sub-themes for all
the different events. "We want to
incorporate the theme throughout
the entire week," Smith said.
Once the theme is developed tickets will be ordered. Parents of the members of the Class of
1990 have already received ticket
information, Dinnan said.
All committee workers will
be housed on campus during Senior Week and events will run from
8 a.m. to 3 a.m., according to
Dinnan.
"We want the seniors to
relax and enjoy their last week
here with their friends," Smith said.

May 20. "The week will be filled
with a lot of work and excitement
so it requires organizaion," Dinnan said.
"I love organizing things
and working with our class,"
Collins said. "We're psyched."
"It's a great way to get involved with our class and provide
a great send-off to the seniors,"
Smith said.
The events planned include
a Senior/Jesuit social, a Senior/
faculty brunch, pub night, a picnic,
semi-formal, and parent's dance.
It will be the co-chairs responsibility to plan the whole week
and control the budget. Senior
week will cost approximately
$75,000, and this amount must be
covered by ticket sales, Dinnan
said.
Smith and Collins have already selected the twenty-four subchairs, whose names are not yet
available, and will select the com-

Appalachia Volunteers Off To
Tenneesee And Kentucky
Christina Hennessy
Staff Writer
While many people may
think of Florida, Cancun, or the
beaches of California as the place
most college students would like
to travel to during Spring Break,
twenty-four Fairfield students have
chosen to head to Tennenesee and
Kentucky as Appalachia Volunteers.
Last year the volunteers
were sent to Deer Lodge, Tennessee, which had 95% male unemployment, in order to build a shelter to house battered women and
their children.
"Many husbands were beating their wives, going out, and
spending the money their wives
had earned on alcohol and drugs.
Unfortunately for many of these
women, they had no place to go
and had too much pride to admit to
the problem," said senior Christine
Henchar.
This shelter was built with
the help of the Appalachian Vol-

unteers Corps and is just one of the
many projects this group works on
every time they go down into this
economically depressed area.
This semester the volunteers
from Fairfield will go back to
Tennesee and Kentucky from
March 2 to 10. Half will journey to
Morehead, Kentucky where they
will participate in the Frontier
Housing program. The other 12
will visit Robbins, Tennessee, and
work for Habitat for Humanity.
"I look forward to this trip
every year, because it puts things
into perspective for me," said Laura
Keenan '90, President of the Appalachian Volunteers. "It is very
rewarding because it expands the
boundaries of the campus."
Keenan has gone on the
annual trip for the past three years.
"It's enabled me to build lasting
friendships and really close bonds
with the people in the group," she
said.
"While we don't go to the
same place every year, you can see
the difference in the people of the

v

area in the short week or so that
you are there," said Henchar. "Our
help gives them back a little selfconfidence as well as a boost to
their already high amount of pride
in their area."
The money to pay for this
trip is earned through fundraising,
some appropriations from FUSA,
a collection from Mass, and contributions from alumni. Most of the
money collected goes to paying
for materials.
"We seem to be perpetually
selling M&Ms on campus, as well
as organizing other fundraising
events, so we can make the Spring
Break trip," Keenan said.
Both Henchar and Keenan
stressed the great time both had in
their trips down south. "Experiencing a new culture, seeing things
with a different perspective, and
developing great friendships with
people who you may never have
really hung out with here make
these trips so rewarding and fun
that I don't really think that I'm
missing anything," Keenan said.

FUSAcontinued
VP's
Selected
from page 1
FUSA, including advertising, accounting, and ticket sales. "I have
been in the Government Affairs
branch for three years and I would
like to bring out the full potential
of it," said Gelston.
She added, "I would also like
to increase the information and
communication inside of FUSA so
that every cabinet member is informed and knows what is going
on."
One of the changes Gelston
is going to make is to bring back
the position of government relations. That person will be in charge
of communication with other colleges and exchanging ideas.
Gelston would also like to
work more on the FUSA newsletter and try to begin a FUSA column in The Mirror.
Haba is an Economics major
and got involved with FUSA as a
sophomore when he transferred
from Bentley College. He is presently the Director of Academics.
As the VP of Student Life,
Haba will be responsible for Academics, COSO, Athletics, and the

newly formed Minority-Special
Interest Position. Haba said he is
really excited about the new position and that he already has some
ideas for it.
Haba's first goal will be to
implement the new registration
proposal that he conceived as a
member of the Registration Committee.
The proposal calls for an online computer registration. "We did
a lot of compromising with the
University and we hope to implement the proposal for next semester's registration," he said.
Haba also wishes to set up a
development committee which
would look for ways to improve
the quality of life at Fairfield.
"FUSA has taken great strides this
year in representing students and
has shown that it is not just a programming board," Haba said.
He added, "I would also like
to thank Sean Leyden (present VP
of Student Life). He has been a
tremendous help and I know he
will always be there for support."
Janine Spinnato, a Politics

major, has been with FUSA since
her freshman year as part of the
Academics Committee. This year
she co-chaired the Major Dances
Committee.
In her new position, Spinnato will be responsible for all of
the programming for FUSA, which
includes concerts, dances, lectures,
and movies.
"I would like to try to diversify the programming and get some
new ideas," Spinnato said. "I am
really excited about next year. We
have got a lot of good people who
are enthusiastic and hard working."
Spinnato, along with McSherry, attended the National Association for Campus Activites
Conference held last weekend in
Chicago.
"We got a lot of good ideas
from the NACA conference and I
am looking forward to getting some
of the performers we saw," she
said.
McSherry, Lewers, Haba,
Gelston, and Spinnato will take
office in April.

Attention Townhouse Residents

Cheers

Boooos

Cheers to 90 nights on Friday... to
the pre-party at the Big House and
the late night at the Pink Flamingo...
to Eddie B. for winning the Kool
contest...bet you had to fight off all
the girls...to the long-waited and
well-deserved Spring Break...just
one more day, then let the fun in
the sun begin...to the Girls Duplex,
the Guys Duplex, the Outskirts (this
time it's deserved), and the Slammer... to TH 67,68, and 69...block
parties...justwhatweliketosee...to
Endless Groove at TH 155 Saturday night...that's one way to get a
party jammin'...to kegs and eggs at
the
Wooden
Seaman...to
Gumby...to the maintenance staff
for facing the tundra weather Sunday morning to clear away the
record snowfall at Fairfield...to
snowball fights, sleigh riding and
skiing...

Boos to the people who take all the
profits from the Beach Naut on
vacation...to stealing coats to walk
to campus—why would you want
to walk to campus at five in the
morning...to whoever stole one of
the Slammer's kegs Saturday
night...you should of just joined
the party...to roommates who steal
socks and quaters...there is way
too much crime around herc.to
bad jokes and poor senses of
humor...to
the
Decoy
terrorists...don't think we won't
get revenge...to teachers who are
giving tests on Friday...don't they
know no one goes to class the day
before Spring Break...to the lack
of funds for Spring Break.. .nothing
like being in the poor farm for the
rest of the semester...to all this cold
weather and snow.. .doesn' t Mother
Nature know that the Groundhog
said Spring was on its way...

LSAT Review Course

The Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center in New
Haven is pleased to offer a review program at Fairfield
University to prepare for the June 11,1990 LSAT! Classes
will be held in the Faculty Office Building - Room 349. The
course will be offered at the DISCOUNTED TUITIOM of
$625 (instead of %675).
For info call 789-1169. A deposit of $ 100 will secure a
place in the class which is scheduled to begin on March 14th.

Work Abroad Opportunities
Are you interested in a summer job in a foreign country?
Come to a meeting on Thrusday, March 15, 5-6 p.m. in
Canisius 14. See Prof. Webster, C-222, if you can't attend.

Lost

Red Spaniel approx. 5 years old with green NY
tag "Molson" - Kim. Call 259-5305 or 259-5769.

Career Planning Corner
Liberal Arts Job Search Workshop Series: If you are confused about what life after Fairfield holds for you and your liberal arts
degree, the Career Planning Center (CPC) can help you. Starting right
after Spring Break, the CPC will present four, four-part workshop
series designed specifically to help liberal arts majors learn about the
job search process and job opportunities.
' Each series will consist of four consecutive workshops and will
help you to learn more about what you can offer employers and what
they can do for you. All you need to do is sign up at the CPC. Since
space is limited (10 students per series), sign up NOW! All workshops
will take place at the CPC, North Campus - Julie Hall, 254-4081.

Classifieds
Wanted: 2 Female Housemates needed for the beach. This Semester. Call 259-7842, Before Spring Break.
Picture Framer wanted to work flexible part time hours. Will train.
Please call, Diane, 254-0918. The Miter Box.
Free Room & Board for summer in exchange for 20-25 hour/wk
babysitting. Family with 3 children (7,5,1) needs helping hand.
Flexible hours. Call 255-3046.
For Sale: 1987 VW GTT, 25K miles, AM/FM, Sunroof, A/C, Pirellis
$8,000 Call Elaine (D) 212-226-3325, (E) 203-972-1536.
Attention - Hiring! Government jobs - your area. $ 17,840-$69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885 ext. R 18156.
For Rent: Lantern Point beach house, September, 1990 - May, 1991
- four students. Call 333-6729 weekdays or 261-6336 weekends and
after 5:00 p.m.
Attention: Earn Money Reading Books! $32,0O0/year income potential. Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bkl8156.
Attention: Government Homes from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent tax
propertyl. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext. GH18156.
Best Fundraisers On Campus! Is your fraternity, sorority or club
interested in earning $1,000+ for a one-week, on-campus marketing
project? You must be well-organized and hard working. Call Corine

All who wish to join the townhouse naut ("Happy Trails") must send their
$10 to Box 1508 or Box 3027 or bring money to TH 124. Contact Kristen or
yAndrea*at £54-5520 for any details. •- ->«
iM Vg MyraaJ(80Q)?92-2121,, , ~\ ,.»,,.,,.,,,,,.,<
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Casolo: Hope In The
Face Of Suffering
James Bodor
Staff Writer
"It's strange. My life has
been turned upside down. Everything as I knew it is gone: the home
I had, every possession...And yet,
how much more fortunate I am
than any one who sneaks across
borders in the middle of the night,
fleeing to save their lives, also
losing everything they own," said
Jennifer Casolo.
Casolo, a Connecticut resident, told the story of her involvement in El Salvador and subsequent arrest by the Salvadoran
government last Friday in the final
engagement of her speaking tour
"El Salvador: Personal Experiences and Prospect for Peace."
Casolo narrated her story
about "life and death, hope in the
face of suffering."
The "Laura Ashley blindfold", as she called it, that she
brought with her holds a special
significance in her story. "The fact
that I got a nicer looking blindfold
is just one of the many signs that I
was treated differently.. .1 rarely had

to wear this blindfold. Any Salvadoran arrested is blindfolded
immediately. Why the blindfold,
what does it do? It disorients, it
takes away knowledge."
But this is not the only significance of the blindfold. Casolo
said, "It also reminds me of what's
happening up here (the United
States)...that people up here began
to try to acquire knowledge, to no
longer be disoriented."
When Casolo was arrested
and brought to the Salvadoran
prison she was separated from the
two Salvadoran, Lupe and Jose,
who were arrested at the same time.
"Lupe and Jose were blindfolded and separated. They
stripped Lupe completely, threatened her with electric shock, threatened to cut out her tongue, and
threatened to take her three year
old daughter and torture her in
front of her.. Jose was beaten," said
Casolo.
"Eventually you're taken to
the interrogation room... Day and
night, day and night, you hear
screams, cries, moans, flesh hitting flesh, flesh hitting furniture,

gasping, choking, vomiting," Casolo said.
According to Casolo the
suffering in El Salvador can be
stopped. "When they have the will
to say no, they can say no. When
they have the will to stop the beating, they can stop the beating; if
they had the will to stop the war,
they could stop the war."
Casolo also told a story of a
woman who was killed by the
government for being a member of
a group known as the Lutheran
World Federation.
Casolo said, "That young
woman from Lutheran World
Federation is with child, each of
those women in the prison with me
are with child. The Catholic
Univeristy in El Salvador is with
child. The National University in
El Salvador is with child. The
peasant groups, the labor groups,
the political parties standing for
life, the churches, are with child.
They are going to give birth to a
society: I'm not talking communism here - I'm talking about a
society that protects the rights of
the majority to live.

Fire Destroys SeniorBeachhouse
Lynn Ann Ca"5ey
Editor-in-Chief
Two Fairfield seniors suffered smoke inhalation when they
tried to put out a fire that started in
their beach house on Monday.
Melissa Lotufo and Julie
Matthei were treated and released
from Park City Hospital according
to a nursing supervisor.
The fire at 1359 Fairfield
Beach Road was believed to have
started in one of the bedrooms

upstairs by a candle that was left
There was extensive damage
burning. The candle allegedly ■to the home, owned by the 1359
ignitied a bulletin board.
Fairfield Beach Road Corporation,
A smoke alarm alerted Lo- in care of Corinne Charlap of
tufo and Matthei, who were the Greenwich.
only people home at the time of the The students who occupied the
fire.
home, called Lowtide, lost most of
The Fairfield Fire Depart- their belongings.
ment was called to the house at
Donations of clothing or
approximately 4:30 p.m. and had money can be brought to Sean
the blaze under control within 20 Leyden in the FUSA office. The
minutes. They remained at the Fairfield Bookstore and Seder's
scene to search for the cause of the are planning on making donations
fire.
to the girls.

New Security System
continued from page 1
dents is needed. He gave the example of how students prop open
the fire doors, "putting increasing
risks unnecessarily upon themselves."
Krista Stalzer, '90, said that
she felt something more needed to
be done about security on campus,
but that the proposed system
"seems a little extreme."
Pelazzo said that the installation of a system is "not being done
to be restrictive, but for safety
reasons."
Jeanne Beckham, '92, said
she felt the system was a good
idea. "The security system at Farifield is very lax."
"To my knowledge there
hasn't been any incidents, but it

only takes one time for something
to happen," Beckham added. She
said she thought students would be
upset by the system at first because
it will be a "hassle, but in the long
run they'll appreciate,it."
John Jameyson, '92, said that
the system "sounds good." "I see
no harm with the little inconvenience it may cause," he said.
The committee has yet to
decide on which entrances of the
halls will have the security units,
what times the system will be in
operation, and if the access card
will be separate of part of the student identification and meal card.
All plans are still in the early stages
and the cost of the system is unknown, according to Clement.

Sock Drive To
Benefit C.H.
Maureen Burgess
Contributing Writer
The Coalition for a Better
World and the Fairfield University
Townhouse Association are presently running a sock drive to benefit Covenant House in New York
City.
The shelter for homeless
teens in Times Square often receives donations of clothing, but
people rarely remember to give
socks.. The socks are a small way
we can reach out to the thousands
of desperate kids who look to
Covenant House for help.
Donations can be given to
your RA or dropped off at Campus
Ministry in Loyola. The drive will
run until March 12.
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McSherry, Mehta Make
Orientation Plans
Christine Doody
Staff Writer
Brain McSherry and Dipa
Mehta, Orientation '90 Co-Chairs,
have been working continually on
the organization of Orientation
since their appointments last
month. They have already completed one of the most difficult
tasks of selecting the day-chairs
and Student Advisor co-chairs.
Sunday day-chairs, who will
be in charge of welcoming the
parents and students of the Class of
1994 by organizing th& unpacking
procedure and traffic direction, are
Brian Hayes and Christina Hennessy.
Marc Justin and Karen
McPartland have been chosen as
Monday day-chairs. They will plan
the sporting events for that day<
The last day of orientation,
during which the freshmen meet
their faculty advisors, will be the
reponsibility of Jen Pinto and Rob
Miani.
Liz McGrath and Chris
Steger have been selected as Student Advisor co-chairs. McGrath
and Steger will soon interview all

the applicants for student advisor
positions along with Jeanne DiMuzio, Director of Orientation.
The S A's will be divided by major.
McSherry explained that the
selection process for day-chairs and
S A co-chairs was "not easy." First,
each candidate had a group interview, conducted by a panel comprised of McSherry, Mehta, DiMuzio, and two current resident
advisors. The second procedure
was a two on two interview for
which two candidates were interviewed by McSherry and Mehta at
the same time.
"We were looking for
people who expressed a lot of enthusiasm and who could work with
Dipa, Jeanne, the class, and myself," McSherry said. He stressed
the fact that all candidates were
very well qualified for the positions.
Definite plans for the days
of Orientation as well as a theme
have not yet been decided. Presently, McSherry and Mehta are
working on the Freshman Record,
trying to create a cover and basic
format. Committee chairs will be
selected following Spring Break.

Debate Team Crushes
The Ivy League
The Fairfield University
Debate Team, represented by
Shawn Russell '92 and Marc Belanger '90, were victorious Saturday over the Harvard "A" team.
The stunning upset came in the
fifth and final round of New York
University's "Great Debate."
The team went three and
two for the weekend winning
against Harvard, Providence, and
Gaucher, but losing in close decisions to the University of Pennsylvania and Yale.
Debates are based on the
English Parliamentary System.
There is a government team led by
a Prime Minister who must propose a solution to a problem related to a given resolution. An
opposition team must then refute
the government's proposal.
The two teams faced the
resolution "Nationalism is the
measles of mankind," with Harvard as government and Fairfield
as the opposition.

Harvard made a confused
proposition that the "fervent nationalism" now present in many of
the Eastern Bloc is endangering
their chances of entering the western free markets with some form of
democratic capitalism.
In a refutation that the judge
described as "commanding, flaring" and worthy of "the Hatchet
Team," -Fairfield successfully
countered the Harvard proposal.
Fairfield then continued
with the assertation that it was just
such a "fervent nationalism" that
was present in the American Revolution which spawned one of the
most powerful capitalist nations
on earth.
The Fairfield team is rapidly becoming known as a powerhouse on the American Parliamentary Debate Association (APDA)
circuit.
Victories were recorded in
meets at Columbia, Vassar, and
Wesleyan.

St. Patrick's Day Dance: On March 17, there will be a Benefit
Dance for the Jamaica/Ecuador Misionary Fund.
The dance will be sponsored by Campus Ministry and IRHG and
it will feature In Transition, Humidifier, Thru the Mood, Cosmic
Embryo, Grand Design and a special guest performance. Emceeing he
even twill be Frank Jefferson and Joe deVito.
All proceeds will go to benefit missionary work programs.

APPLY FOR F.U.S.A. CABINET
Applications due back
by March 14.

A LEAPEft

Applications available
in the F.U.S.A. office
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Fairfield Faces

Brian Hayes: Working for a change
Jennifer Armstrong
Contributing Writer
The first time I went down
to the FUSA office to talk with
Brian Hayes, he was out on business. When I went back the next
day, I missed him again. This time
it was an intramural volleyball
game. Without ever having met
him, I already knew one thing about
the new Student Senate President:
he keeps himself very busy.
A sophomore politics majorfrom Lake Forest, Illinois, Brian
is one of those people who likes
change. After attending the largest
Jesuit high school in the country,
Loyola Academy, he chose to come
to Fairfield, a school halfway across
the country.
"The Jesuits always push
Jesuit schools," he said, "and I
decided to try the East coast because I'd lived out West all my
life." So far, he is pleased with his
choice, and says that, despite the
distance, the only major difference
between Illinois and Connecticut
is that it's "really flat in Illinois."
Brian got involved with
FUSA his freshman year when he
ran for the Legislature. He won a
seat as a representative from
Jogues, the dorm in which he still
lives. Midway through the year,
the "Legislature" became the
"Senate" and its members are now
elected by class instead of by dorm.
Although the change has not
changed the responsibilities of the
group, Brian still believes it was a
good idea. "Just as the Senate of
the United States has two representatives from each state, we have
ten representatives from each class.
Plus," he joked, "it sounds better
when you say you're a Senator."

Once on the Senate, Brian
was elected to be the Chairman of
the Government Operations Committee. This is the committee that
in the past has dealt with such
problems as the housing policy,
the Lottery, and the need for a
shuttle service to the beach. This
semester they plan to work to keep
the buildings on campus, especially
the Rec Plex, open past 10:00 p.m.
When asked why he wanted
to be Senate President, Brian cited
the need for improvement at Fairfield. "I think a lot needs to be
done, and a lot of things could be
made better. Senate President is
the best way for me to change
things," he said.
In particular, Brian hopes
to revise the lottery process. "The
way it is now, this year's freshman
will get last priority when it comes
to housing. There has to be some
way to balance it out."
Lately, it appears that people
are taking a stronger interest in
their student government. This is
reflected by the fact that 104 people
ran for the Senate this year.
Brian, credits former twotime Legislature President and
current FUSA President Tom Pellegrino with this change. "I can't say
enough for what he (Tom) did. We
owe everything to him. I think the
Senate, and FUSA in general, is
being taken more seriously now.
People are tired of things being
done in a certain way," Brian added.
"They feel that if they don't do
something about it, who will?"
It is for this reason that Brian
considers the student rally in
November a huge success. "It was
something that doesn't usually
happen around here. The rally
showed that if we all pulled to-

gether, we could really change
policy."
As president, Brian "hopes
to get to know a lot more people

around campus, both students and
administration." He also sees the
need for a better relationship to be
established between the two. Tom
Pellegrino echoes the sentiments and believes that
Brian will be able to accomplish this goal.
"I'm very happy
about him winning the position," Tom stated. "The
job needs somebody who
can be a good diplomat
between opposing sides,
and Brian is that. He has
a great rapport with the
kids, he's a really hard
worker, and the administration respects him a lot.
I think he'll do a great
job."
While Brian admits
that his work for FUSA
photo:D. Wall can be time consuming,

Brian Hayes

Tutoring program offers hope
Volunteers work with underprivileged children
Julie Dietz
StaffWriter
The big white Chevy pulled
off of 1-95 and cruised slowly
through the streets of Bridgeport,
streets strewn with litter and complete with various suspicious teenagers hanging on the corner. I
checked to make sure my door was
locked. It was. We pulled up in
front of St. Luke's Parish, a rather
run-down stone building.
As I walked down the steps
to the basement, I began to wonder
whatever sparked the desire to volunteer one afternoon a week for
this after-school tutoring program.
The room was bare except

for tables and pint-sized chairs.
The room was icy cold - two big
heaters were producing more noise
than actual warmth. Two friendly
but tired women seemed pleasantly surprised as they greeted the
five of us. They told us to let the
kids have a snack, before we were
to help them with their homework.
If there was time left over,
we could play games, read, or color.
The most important goal was the
quality time spent with the children. As I sat shivering, waiting
for the kids to arrive, my mind
conjured up many other things I'd
rather be doing.
One little girl, a three-foot
bundle of energy, burst into the

he is quick to point out the need to
maintain a balance. He still finds
time for the politics club and intramurals, and he's been chosen as a
Day Chair for Orientation in September.
"Orientation was a great
experience for me," he recalled.
"Because I came from so far away,
I was worried about what everybody was going to be like out here.
But there was a really relaxed atmosphere, and I thought the juniors did an excellent job. I basically decided to do it this year
because I want to give back what I
got out of it."
As for his future plans, Brian
says nothing is yet definite. "I
really don't have any aspirations
of going to graduate school or law
school." And while he wouldn't
mind staying on the East Coast, he
thinks he'll probably head back to
Chicago.
"I just want to take it one
day at a time," Brian said.
room. She came over to me, threw
down her lavender knapsack and
pulled out some tattered ditto papers.
"Wanna help me with my
homework?" she said.
"Sure, what's your name?"
"Hattie. That's Hattie with
an H, not a P."
"Great, I'm Julie. That's
Julie with a J, not a P either."
She giggled and smiled a
seven-year-old toothless smile. We
worked on addition and subtraction, and then we read a couple of
stories Hattie loved to read out
loud. We colored pictures, and she
even gave one to me with her name
emblazoned across the top.
I looked around and took in
the other children in the room as
they wolfed down their snacks of
hot chocolate, juice, cookies and
cont'd next page
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jacket on.
(
doughnuts. I know that children
"You'll come back, won't
are notorious for having sweet you? Promise you'll come back,"
teeth, but these kids ate as if they Hattie pleaded, throwing her skinny
hadn'teaten anything all day. And arms around my neck.
then a thought struck me - maybe
I was somewhat taken aback
they hadn't. Most of the children by this surge of affection from this
came from low-income families. little girl I had only known for two
Maybe there was only one parent hours. But I returned her hug and
around, and there was probably a promised to come back the followwelfare check that was stretched ing Tuesday.
each month. I wondered if their
As I waved good-bye to
homes had enough food, or heat, or Hattie and the others, I realized
even love?
that this basement probably didn't
I glanced down at my watch seem cold to them. I knew I
and could hardly believe that it * couldn' t change all of Hattie' s life,
was already 5:00 p.m. The after- maybe not even the rest of her
noon had flown by. I got up from week, but Tuesday afternoons were
the tiny chair and started to put my ours. I could make a difference for

Homer

Of THE SITUATION.

those two hours. It was a chance to
give the children something to eat,
a warm place to get their homework done, and even that love they
were missing.
The icy chill I first felt in St.
Luke's basement disappeared. I
was looking forward to next Tuesday and to seeing Hattie again.
Coordinated by Corneila
Dinnean, Fairfield's Faith, Peace,
and Justice launched the Bridgeport Afterschool Tutoring Program
two years ago, with three students
participating. This spring there are
90 students who give their time,
one afternoon a week, and their
love to children, like Hattie, who
crave special attention.
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Running Off At The Big Ugly Mouth
cont'd from page 6
parts of whatever she has in her
closet," Linda said, "and of course,
Type C ends up looking the best."
Big Move #2 AKA Just A
Friendly Kinda Guy
At 12:08 p.m., I introduced
myself to Sue Davison by sticking
a fork up her nose. I believe she
replied "College."
Outstanding Quote Of The
Evening With Your Hostess,
Meghan C. Driscoll
"You know what you should
write an article about is Stew Leonard's. It's a capitalist heaven,
where like the customer is always
right. They have this big wall, with
like the Great Wall of China bag
and the Kashmir, India bag and the
Eiffel Tower and these like pseudocelebrity world bags, like bags of
the world on the world bag wall,
with all these bags on it I can
understand the South Carolina bag,
but Kashmir, India?"
I don' t know what this means
either, but she looked good saying
it.
Mandatory Depressing Part
Soon it was "last slow dance
time;" time to pick that girl out of
the crowd that you'd had an excruciating adolescent crush on since
freshman year and finally ask her
if she wanted to cut a rug. She says
yeah, and soon you two are

■ •

wrapped up on the dance floor, but
you're still young enough to be a
little scared, so you try a little small
talk. Safety first, of course.
You talk about what four
years at Fairfield has done to you,
and how you've both changed, and
how it's too bad that you never
really got to spend that time together, etc., and pretty soon it starts
to sound like a Harry Chapin song,
but all the while you're thinking
about those boyfriends she always
seemed to have and the "etc.'s"
that come along with them, too.
Then out of the blue she tells
you that she'll remember you after
graduation, and says it like she
means it, and you can't believe it
because you never knew she
thought about you at all. Then you
think about two more months, four
years and a few minutes on the
dance floor, and your stomach
drops and your face gets warm and
red and you don't know what you
feel, but you try to hold on and pray
that song doesn' t end and hope you
don't have to think about anything
until it does, because after you
graduate the only time you' 11 dance
like this is at weddings.
And it probably won't be with
her.
And thus ended 90 Nites.
"College," right?
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Big Ugly Mouth
90 Nites in 2018 words, most of which are "college!"
AKA G-Day approaches like a pit bull from hell
BAD OMEN #/; Getting
Blood From A Turnip Or A Free
Ticket For Joey D.
"I'm sorry. Mr. DeVito, but
we can't let you in to 90 Nites
unless you pay the $20 service
fee."
"But you don't understand,
Mr. Security Man. I don't have
$20.1 didn't even have the $42 for
the ticket. I had to scrounge off the
Mirror to get in here in the first
place."
"Tough cookies, pal! Go wait
out by the buses. Nah ha ha (diabolical laughter) ha ha ha!!!"
And so ended my pre-90
Nites nightmare of 3:13 a.m.,
February 23.1 dreamt that my hard
earned (read: weaseled) "press"
status had been revoked, leaving
me out in the cold with nothing in
my wallet save my ID, driver's
license and a prophylactic device
that I'd been saving since seventh
grade.
I awoke terrified, my bed a
pool of sweat. One time, I awoke
terrified, my bed a pool of rancid
Hollandaise sauce, but that was
after a rough weekend, and well,
hey, I'd rather not talk about it
right now. What I will tell you is
that I had less than 16 hours to
prepare myself for what is historically the last big bash involving
the senior class, and baby I was
running scared.
My experience at 190 Nites,
although enjoyable, had left me
puzzled. Was there more to life, I
wondered, than getting dressed up,
drinking and shimmying unashamedly to the worst '70's music possible? Would 90 Nites be any different?
As an arhythmic teetotaler
with a lousy wardrobe, I certainly
hoped that it could. I put on clean
shirt, grabbed my reporter's pad,
and marched out into the night. It
was surprisingly cold.
A few minutes later I returned
to my house and put on a pair of
slacks, socks and shoes, and again
marched out, into the night.
Bad Omen #2: Yea Though
We Drove Through The Valley Of
The Norwalk Mall
After some initial confusion

Joseph C. DeVito
Features Editor
Who should have betfer
things to do than write
articles of this length at this
point in his life
regarding blast-off time, spiffilydressed seniors boarded the buses
in the townhouse parking lot. Even
Bus 11, the "little-bus-that-couldbut-decided-not-to-show-up-until7:15," finally loaded, packed full
of all those who had signed up for
other buses but had gotten cheated
out of their spots by sneaky Bic
Pen wielders with forged tickets.
We were all waiting anxiously for Chris Hogan to finish
flushing birds from the bushes.
After he emerged triumphantly,
declaring that all the major nesting
communities had been swept away,
we hit the open road.
I was concerned. The boisterous singing had started, and
already the verses to "Twist and
Shout" were being done 'round
style.'

COME ON COME ON
BABY NOW
TWIST AND BABY
SHOUT
YOU KNOW YOU LOOK
SO BABY NOW
JUST LIKE I KNEW YOU
WOULD
LIKE I KNEW YOU
WOULD
BABY SHOUT BABY
ARGGHHHH
COLLEGE! COLLEGE!
ARGHHHH

The Fairfield Mirror

Soon we arrived at the Nor- ting disgustingly plastered found it
walk Mall, parking the bus in front difficult to do so with a meal in
of the local Pathmark and Pizza their stomachs, although some
Hut. Our driver soon discovered unfortunates did make the discovhis error and called in for direc- ery that maybe they weren't chewtions, but by then it was too late; ing that chicken quite as thoroughly
several students had mistakenly as they thought they were.
ordered 117 pizzas with a wide
Blame it on the flu, for some.
variety of toppings.
Blame it on the 'college!' virus for
Moments later, the buses others.
pulled into the Continental Manor,
The Fork Trick AKA How
igniting a mad rush for the To Intrigue People And Impress
restrooms by students who had Chicks Without Having To Wear
decided not to wait for the open bar Exotic Cologne Or An Eyepatch
First, you take your salad fork
and had instead taken matters into
their own hands, or bladders as the and hide it under the dinner table.
case may be. Rumor has it that a Secondly, you bend down the two
few of the buses were actually able metal tines until the fork looks like
to float into the parking lot by someone's hand at a Motley Crue
concert. Then, working carefully
using their emergency pontoons.
Bad Omen #3: Taken With as not to attract attention, slowly
bend out the two side prongs until
A Grain Of Salt
After grabbing a table with they are slightly angled from the
some friends, who indulged them- base of the fork.
Finally, before anyone can
selves in some preliminary butterthrowing, I prepared to enjoy my notice, jam the fork up against your
salad. After inserting several cherry face so that it looks like you've just
tomatoes into my mouth, I laid the stuck it up into your nose. Pinold "fake Heimlich maneuver" gag wheel around the table while you
on them. I let the first 'mato go, scream in agony. Helps break the
striking the salt shaker and eeirily ice at parties.
Repeat after me - "College!"
spilling a few grains on the table.
Originally I was going to
Superstitious as a reflex, I
tossed a handful over my shoulder, bring my "Mr. Microphone," but I
accidentally breaking Lynn Ann wasn't sure if I'd have proper acCasey's nose. I then remembered cess to an A.M. radio. Judging by
that one usually removes the salt the quality of the DJ, an A.M. radio
from the shaker for this ritual, but might not have been such a bad
that's all water under the bridge at idea after all.
this point. Lynn was rushed to St.
Hang The DJ AKA Please
Vincent's Hospital, where she was Play The Village People Again
pronounced DOA. Her last words Because It Felt So Good The First
were "College! College!"
Time
Two reasons why dancing
After chanting "Entree - Hey
Hey Hey," we were served our was better at 90 Nites: the dance
choice of chicken with stuffing or floor was much bigger and drinks
prime rib, which were both pretty weren't allowed on it. The crowd
good. Food throwing, thankfully, did become, as Matt Ching put it,
was kept to a minimum. Sean "a quivering mass; a sea of electric
Halpin, however, was forced to jello."
The last rule was especially
send his dinner back to the chef
when he discovered, to his horror, appreciated by anyone who atthat not only was his prime rib tended 190 Nites, where the dance
over-cooked, it wasn't even prime. floor was obscured by a slick mass
In fact, Sean had witnessed a waiter of spilled drinks, mud and* stray
dividing it by the number 22 ear- mucus membranes. This resulted
lier in the evening.
in the bizzarre Maxwell HouseThe bar was closed during esque stains on those unlucky
dinner, which deemed to keep enough to wipe out in the slippery
things on an even keel. It seemed morass.
Unfortunately, the DJ
that the reckless drunkenness of
190 Nites was not likely to be must've arrived courtesy of a time
repeated in what was a more ma- •warp, as he played many songs that
ture environment, although many are currently being offered on late
found the hour or so prohibition night TV record packages. Despite
a sound system that sounded like it
difficult to endure.
Those who insisted on get- might have been been a yellow and
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"Lincoln Hospital
has offered me
a wealth of
learning
experiences."

Yale University, a leader in biomedical
and other scientific research, offers a
wide range of laboratory research
opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have
immediate openings for:

Ruth Ruiz, RN
With an exciting mentor plan, on-going professional seminars,
and a host of specialization programs, Lincoln Medical and Mental
Health Center offers its nurses a unique educationally-oriented
environment.
Our ultra modern 560-bed hospital enjoys a close affiliation with
New York Medical College, creating an atmosphere that's highly conducive to the enrichment of your professional skills.
So whether you're looking to build a career in Critical Care,
Labor and Delivery, Medicine/Surgery, O.R., or Psychiatry, Lincoln
can help you develop every aspect of your nursing expertise.
And at Lincoln, you'll also enjoy one of New York's best compensation packages for nurses. That means great salaries and a truly
comprehensive benefits plan.
Learn more about Lincoln. Call our Nurse Recruiter,
David Rivera, R.N. at: (212) 579-5738.

Research Assistants
A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences is required; laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural and athletic facilities, Yale University
provides cottipetitive salaries and outstanding benefits, including: 22
vacation days, 4 personal days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days,
all paid; tuition reimbursement and audit privileges for University courses;
flex-time; medical and dental plans; and much more. :
Contact your Career Services Office for on-campus recruiting date, or
send your resume to: A. Kaye, Yale University, Department of Human
Resources, 155 Whitney Avenue, P.O. Box 1404, Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520.

Lincoln Medical and
Mental Health Center

Yale University

234 East 149th Street, Bronx, New York 10451
Member NYC Health & Hospitals Corporation
Affiliated with NY. Medical College
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H/V

blue plastic Fisher-Price (with
capacity for 78's), folks intent on
getting down were able to do exactly that.
The music did, however,
leave Kevin Connolly "feeling
flaccid."
Guy Talk AKA Hook Up Or
Shut Up
"The so-so girls look good
tonight," slurred one young gentleman, who, out of the kindness of
my heart I will not name, "and the
hot ones look even better." I had to
agree with him on this point. I was
beginning to think that taking that
rib out of Adam might not have
been such a bad idea after all.
"These chicks haven't been
this horny since high school graduation," I was told. "If you don't
hook up tonight, you should ask
the bursar for a four year refund."
Now that's class...
Girl Talk AKA Maybe
There's A Reason Why You Can
Hook Up Only One Night In Your
Life, Dude
"Everyone tries to hit on
you," said Ellen Alexander. "After
a while it gets pretty disgusting."
Big Move #1 AKA Betcha
NeverKnewIWas This CoolHuh
190 Nites was the prefect
occasion for getting to know those
classmates that you'd never gotten
to share time with before, and at 90
Nites it was more of the same. As
Greg Kortick put it, "90 Nites is
the best. It's a time when all of the
seniors can come together as a
class and realize that they're outta
here in two months."
At 11:22p.m., I introduced
myself to Jen Morgan by sticking a
fork up my nose.
Lamest Question Of The
Night AKA Four Years Of Working For The Mirror And This Is
The Thanks I Get
"Are you writing this down
for "Boos and Cheers?"
Girl Talk Part II AKA Necessity Is The Third Cousin Of
Invention
"There are three types of girls
as far as dresses go," confided
Linda Checkman. "Type A goes
shopping five days before the event,
every day, and takes notes on which
dresses she likes better. Type B
runs out the day before and picks
up whatever looks decent, even
though a lot of other girls might be
wearing it."
"Type C just throws together
cont'd page 5

Yale University is an affirmative action,
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The FWC: The Brains Behind The Button
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer

Some of you may have
noticed that a majority of faculty
members are wearing red pins with
the initials FWC standing for Faculty Welfare Committee. And
many of you may be wondering
what is the reason for such a committee.
Remember a few months
ago when Fairfield University students began to wake up to the realities of the housing policy and the
chapel? While we were taking to
the Campus Center and Bellarmine,
the faculty were busy organizing
themselves to wage their own just
war against that great ousinessoriented monstrosity, the administration.
Their cause: to find out why
the health benefits of faculty
members were cut unilaterally and
to increase starting salary level, as
well as affect a general increase in
salaries. Also of concern was the
question of why their so-called
contracts were referred to by the
admnistration as mere "agreements."
They decided to form an
organization, the FWC. About 80%
of the faculty are members of the
committee; the other 20% are
teachers who are either on sick
leave, sabbatical, or retiring. The
buttons symbolize a "solidarity
among the faculty" said Professor
Kevin J. Cassidy, the President of
the FWC and a member of the
Salary Committee which is in direct negotiations with the Administration.
Professor Cassidy, head of
the FWC, and Professor Mary anne
Regan, head of the communica-

tions committee for the FWC,
spoke candidly about their goals
and hopes and gave me the impression that their cause is a legitimate
one that will benefit all: students,
faculty, and, yes, even the administration.
But aren't the teachers just
out for themselves? Trying to get
more money? Once they get their
raise, we, the students, are going to
get ours, too, only it will be a raise
in our tuition, right?
Well, the faculty (showing
their concern for the students) paid
a small fortune to find out if this
could be true. They hired Richard
Weber, a financial analyst, to research the fiscal health of the university. What he discovered was
very interesting, though not surprising. The answer to the question, will an increase in teacher's
salaries and benefits increase tuition, is no.
Mr. Webber concluded that
the University has an average profit
margin of 14%. Compared to other
private universities, Fairfield
stands out as the highest, the average being 4% to 10%. If the university had conceded to the teachers ' demands last year and doubled
their increases, the university's
profit margin would have drastically fallen a whopping .07% to
14.38%, according to Mr.
Webber's report.
It is obvious that the university preferred higher profits over
better salaries. So the "bottom
line" seems to be that giving the
teachers salary increases does not
pose a financial drain on the university.
Fairfield University is lucky
to have a faculty of such high caliber. Many other teachers around

the country have acknowledged
that Fairfield would be an ideal
school at which to teach. Of course,
due to the starting salary level here
at Fairfield, many teachers cannot
afford to live in the area.
The Fairfield Factor, as the
faculty here call it, prevents potential teachers from residing in Fairfield. The cost of living in Fairfield county is the highest in the
country. Compared to their salaries, many teachers are just barely
making it. Remember, teachers
are real people: they do have houses
and families to support and children to send to school.
Shouldn't the teachers be
compensated for this? According
to the 1989-90 Teacher's Salary
Schedules published by the Connecticut Education Association, 21
out of 25 public schools in Fairfield school districts are higher than
salaries of Fairfield University
faculty members.
If the public school teachers receive a higher wage, why
can't a teacher who has spent time
pursuing a doctorate and has gone
through the university's promotion system earn a decent living?
Isn't it the goal of the university to
create a center for learning to the
highest degree?
It is evident that the university to date has not been interested
enough in pedagogical pursuits,
only in the pursuit of profit margins.
Some students aren't aware
of what is going on or haven't
heard about the FWC. They blame
the faculty for not making their
cause public. On the contrary, in
meeting with Professor Cassidy
and Professor Regan, much information was provided. The FWC

NewEngland
Medical Center
HospMWtere
Nursin
Student Nursing Internship Program

Open House
The important work of Nurses at New England Medical Center Hospitals made the
pages of Life Magazine last October. It's a revealing look at the critical role our
nurses play in the patient care decision-making process. Now you can join the people behind this notable method of healthcare delivery by taking advantage of our
special Student Nursing Internship Program.
After a 5-week training course, you're ready for a 7-week internship with one
of the areas most respected healthcare institutions. You'll get a first-hand look at
the respected role of a New England Medical Center Nurse And you'll gain valuable
experience with a first-rate hospital that gets results — and gets noticed.
To explore this special program, stop by our Open House on Thursday.March
15,1990, between 10:00am - 5:30pm at Farnsworth One, Conference Room, New
England Medical Center, 750 Washington Street, Box 465, Boston, MA 02111.
If you need further information call Lorrie Costanza in Nurse Recruiting at
(617) 956-5575. We are an equal opportunity employer, mltlvlh

has done an excellent job in organizing and publicizing their cause to
the right people: the administration. They publish their own
weekly newsletter that is available
for all to see.
Professor Regan is glad to

hear that students are interested in
the FWC and she hopes this st
She encouraged all students
who are interested but haven't
heard much about the FWC to ask
their teachers exactly what is behind the button.

Is Capitalism The Answer?
A.J. Mancini
Contributing Writer
It seems that some of the
great communist governments in
the world, most notably that in the
Soviet Union, have folded. It seems
that the capitalist government of
our own United States of America
may have been one of the indirect
causes. And why? Well, it seems
that these communists think that
we have a good thing going.
Well, maybe we do. I'm
not sticking up for communism,
but I am wondering whether or not
it may be a little better than what
we have here in the United States.
I realize that all Americans choke
at the thought of socialized anything, but it really can't be all that
bad. What I'm saying is: Look
around. We definitely don't have
the best system in the United States.
The rich seem to get richer, the
poor poorer, and the middle class,
well, they just don't get anything.
I am going to go out on a
limb and assume that there isn't.
There seems to be too many problems with this country, problems
that capitalism has not and will
never solve. That's why it pains
me to see that socialist republics
are falling like dead flies. Sure,
I'm not saying that we should fight
to save these governments, but,
maybe they don't have to die.
Granted, pure communism is not
too much fun; nor is pure capital-

ism. So, there is an on-going attempt to reach a happy medium.
What I am wondering is whether
or not the medium lies closer to
capitalism, as many people seem
to think it does.
What will happen to these
fallen socialists over time? Probably turn more and more to capitalism. And then, these countries will
have the same problems that this
country has: hunger, unemployment, crime, and so on. Strangely
enough, these are the same problems that they have had all along.
So, the question is, are they really
going to gain anything?
I am in no way renouncing
the red, white, and blue and fighting for the red. I am merely pointing out that we must be aware of
what is going on, and begin to
ponder about just what would be
better than any of the two aforementioned systems of government.
Government was supposedly created for the people; but, all I see is
that the people are getting gypped.
I am not implying anarchy, so don't
go nuts. '
In closing, I would like to
take the blame off of myself and
admit that I do not have a great
knowledge of politics: I am a
Chemistry major, and plan on staying that way. But, I do feel I know
enough to have something to say
about these occurrences. I have
spoken my mind. I only now hope
that others will speak theirs also.

YOUR TU1TI
ON US!
* Earn $8-9/hour to start
as a Package Handler.
* Up to $6,000 every year
in Tuition Reimbursement!
* Excellent Health Care Benefits!
* New Student Loan Program Borrow up to $25,000 per year!
When you work as a Part-time Package Handler
with UPS, you'll receive great pay and benefits,
and tremendous opportunities for career advancement! In addition, college students who
work selected shifts are eligible for up to $6,000
in tuition reimbursement every year ($2,000 each
semester after taxes)!
Shifts available: 3:30-8:30 a.m.*
(Approximate 5 p.m.-9 p.m. and
hours)
10:30-2:30 a.m.*
'These shifts eligible for Tuition Reimbursement. All shifts
eligible for Loan Program.
MUST BE 18 YEARS OLD
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Take A Bite Out
Of Crime

The past few weeks, there seems to have
been an outbreak of crime on this campus:
stolen stereos, stolen cars, and burglaries. The
Mirror decided to do a Crime Report, and subsequently went to Security to investigate these
incidents.
A strange thing happened when we got there:
they had no reports of the specific incidents we
spoke to them about. No, it's not that these
reports were confidential. Security was very
willing to share them with us and update us on
any investigations they were conducting.
The fact is that these crimes were never reported! Students who had their dorm rooms burglarized, townhouses broken into, or things taken
from their cars have a responsibility to report
these incidents. Otherwise, they will never be
cleared up.
Students at Fairfield have complained that
Security never does anything except show up at
firedrills and break up townhouse parties. The
truth is that students are not reporting their problems to Security.
With the installation of the new residence hall
security system next year, this campus is hopefully going to be a safer place. Although University officials say the system is not being installed
in response to incidents that have occured on
campus, hopefuly it will put an end to the recent
increase of crime on campus.
Students, however, should start making this
campus safer now, by reporting incidents to
Security as soon as they are discovered. The
sooner Security can be informed, the more likely
the property could be recovered or perpetrators
found.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I am writing this letter to
clarify some remarks which I made
on February 23, during the Jennifer Casolo lecture. After speaking to Commentary Editor, Mark
Sarro, and Editor in Chief, Lynn
Casey, of the Mirror, I realized
there were several misunderstandings on both sides regarding the
publishing of an article on Jennifer
Casolo which I and several other
students and faculty had hoped
would appear in the Mirror before
Ms. Casolo spoke on the 23rd.
The first misunderstanding
stemmed from my belief that, due
to the long weekend, an article
submitted on President's Day
would still make last week's paper. At least three members of the

Mirror staff told me there should
be no problem getting the article
published. However, none of these
staffers had any control over this
particular article.
The second misunderstanding was due to confusion over
which "El Salvador" article was
being published last week.
Christina Fox and I wrote both
articles, and we believed the Casolo article was being published.
Mark later told me he did not even
know the article existed.
When Mark informed me
that the "El Salvador" article would
be in the paper this week, I assumed it would be the Casolo article, since Ms. Casolo was expected to speak on campus on the
23rd.
I believe this year's Mirror

to be the most comprehensive and
most well written during my three
years at Fairfield. However, I regret
there was no mention of Ms. Casolo ' s speaking engagement in last
week's Mirror. Every opportunity should be taken to raise campus awareness concerning events
of this magnitude.
Danny S. Wisneski '91
President, Latin
American Studies Club
Editor's Note: The Mirror
was never requested to announce
Ms. Casolo's appearance on campus. With proper notification and
space allowed, The Mirror always
meets the requests of the community and holds no biases as to what
does or does not appear.

University Staff Responds To Guest Column
To the Editor:
As members of the Fairfield University staff, we would
like to comment On the announcement of your new Commentary
section guest column, which stated
that "the guest columnist will be
drawn from all aspects of the University - students, faculty, and administration."
We would like to make you
aware that a very large sector of the
university community was overlooked in this announcement.
Employees of the university are divided into three categories: administration, faculty, and
staff. Who are the staff? We are a

wide array of diverse people who
include secretaries and other support personnel, custodians and
maintenance workers, and security, library, and media employees, as well as many others. We are
roughly 300 people who daily make
a vital contribution to the running
of this University.
We not only support the administration and faculty on a dayto-day basis (and through them,
the students); through the Fairfield
University Staff Association, we
also support a number of Fairfield
students with scholarship awards.
Fundraising for these scholarships
is the primary activity of the Staff
Association.

Christine Bowers, Georgia Hedgis, Catherine Alberti,
Helen Klamka, Sandy Robinson,
Linda LaVine, Pauline Moycik,
Janet Diaz, Betty Walker, Jennie Sulli van„Jean Ochman, Evelyn Becker, Elizabeth Dubroff,
Margaret Wright, Ruth Guarcello, Theresa Sabo, Patricia Newall
Editor's Note: The Mirror
apologizes for not including the
staff in those welcome to speak to
us about being a Guest Columnist.
If any of the above members of the
staff wish to contribute to the column, please speak with the Editor
at x2533.

Vandals Action Promoted By Administration
To the Editor:
I would like to join in the
chorus of voices all over campus
who criticize the method of protest used recently by the graffiti
artist on the wall of Canisius.
Over the past several months,
my colleagues and I have tried to
organize a more civilized form of
protest. None of us would have
ever sanctioned or participated in
that kind of action.
Instead, we held student rallies. The second rally, held on
November 29,1989, was attended
by more than 150 angry students,
most of whom were sophomores
who saw their right to live at the
townhouses and beach being taken
away. Nonetheless, our rally was
completely civilized.
That same day, we presented
the University Council with a formal list of grievances "in the interests of due process". Fifty representatives from the rally filled the

McEleany Room to vocalize our
grievances. Once more, we were
careful to act in a dignified and
mature manner.
We signed petitions. We
informed faculty. We wrote to
Father Kelley, pleading for open
discussion on the issue of the
housing lottery. And through all
of this, we acted with the utmost
respect for Fairfield University.
And what was the result of
our gracious protests? We failed
dismally.
Most students are probably
unaware of all the facts mentioned
above. The administration largely
ignored these events. So when all
of our civilized actions found such
lack of recognition, and two words
spray painted on Canisius recieved
immediate campus-wide attention,
what message is sent to students?
Undoubtedly, that individual achieved greater success than
did our modest protests.
Throughout the entire hous-

ing conflict, the Big Important
People in the administration never
gave the freshman and sophomore
classes the mere dignity of recognition. Faced with such intense
disregard and the accompanying
frustration, it's a wonder there
weren't more acts of vandalism on
campus.
Again, I would never condone such actions, but the balme
for last week's graffiti falls not
only with the artist, but also with
the administration which ignored
the concerns of the student body.
To interpret the incident any other
way would be an oversimplification of what actually occured.
Perhaps we've learned our
lesson: this action should have
been prevented. Instead it was
promoted.
Robert M. Sullivan
Class of 1990

Student Encourages More School Spirit
To the Editor:
I would first like to say that
I love Ric Brown's Press Box and
read it every week in the Sports
section of The Mirror.
In the February 1 issue, there
was concern over the school spirit
of Fairfield, in particular the school
song. I am a drummer in the Pep
Band which plays at the university
basketball games.
At the first game, we played
When the Saints Go Marching In
to cheer the Stags as they entered
the floor of Alumni Hall. I'm
sorry, but that just doesn't quite do
it for me. Anyway, I've been told
that it's Notre Dame's school song.
My high school had more
pride than that, and I thoguht maybe
we'd try my high school's pep
song, called Our Director. It would
go something like this:

"Three cheers for our dear
Fairfield/Long may it be/known by
our motto: On To Victory (rah,
rah, rah! )INever from her parted/
where e'er we go/Here's a shot for
Fairfield, she'sours you know (rah,
rah, rah!)."
There are a couple more
stanzas, but the words are easy to
learn, it's simple to play, and anyone can clap along.
I have to admit, I was disappointed to find out that my high
school had more spirit than Fairfield University, but that won't stop
me. I want F.U. to become once
again what it used to be (or at least
what I've heard it used to be).
I've told all of my friends at
home about the Red Sea, but so far
it's been nothing more than a
puddle. No one wears red to the
games! And why doesn't someone sell some of those Red Sea t-

shirts to the freshman? Aren't we
good enough?
I'm not upset that we don't
have a football team (although I
wouldn't mind one) or that our
basketball team doesn't play a top
25 schedule (then again, neither
does Georgetown...they only play
two of them, same as us).
I think Fairfield students
look around the country and see
big-time hoops and ask themselves
why our program isn't like that.
Well, that's obvious; we'reaschool
based on academics.
If we go nuts at every game
and cause some commotion in the
M AAC, who knows, maybe SI will
do an article on us. Remember,
you don't have to go all the way
down to Duke to paint your face
for a college basketball game!
Chris Arena
Class of 1993
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This Spring, Break the Habit of Irresponsible Drinking
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Well, kids, it's finally here the week we've all been waiting
for ever since we returned to Fairfield from home more than a month
ago. That's right, tomorrow marks
the beginning of yet another Spring
Break.
Ah... Spring Break. The
words themselves seem to have
some mysterious quality to them
that brings bright smiles to the
faces of college students everywhere.
Spring Break... that weeklong annual ritual in which students from every institution of
higher learning in the universe
seem to suddenly converge upon
some unfortunate tropical port of
call.
For students, it's a chance to
forget all about the Economics test
they failed and the four chapters of
Russian history they still haven't
read. And what better way to escape the likes of Keynes and
Kruschev than to fly far, far away
to a place overflowing with
warmth, sunshine, and (of course)
alcohol.
In fact, almost by definition,

Spring Break has become a week
for college students to leave behind the quizzes and tests of school
for another test of sorts - a test to
see how much alcohol they can
drink.
Unfortunately, however,
thousands of young men and
women fare no better on this test
than they did on the Economics
test they left behind. And as a
result, Spring Break has become a
week of violence, sickness, and
even death for many college students.
This sobering reality speaks
to the degree to which drinking has
become entrenched
within the social
fabric of colleges
and universities
throughout the nation. And (as we all
know), Fairfield is
certainly no exception.
Sure, we've
got our share of
problems here at
Fairfield, and we've
addressed a number
of these in the past
year. But as Substance Abuse Coun-

Are We Getting What We
Pay For At Seller's?
I am writing to contragulate
Seder's. Just when I was beginning to think that their food was the
worst among universities, I visited
another school in New Hampshire.
Now I know Seder's is the worst!
Congratulations! Let me explain...
First, this other college,
which will remain nameless, had
an enjoyable choice of cold cuts
for lunch. But that's not all. They
cook their french fries, and don't
merely dip them in motor oil. Also,
when I poured myself Sprite, it
was Sprite, and not soda water.
Can you imagine that?
Even their menu was correct,
unlike Seder's. Maybe you recall

pus, and that includes eating here,
too! That also means that something must be done if Seder's is to
change.
So I challenge you to challenge Seiler's. Demand that FUS A
get involved. Maybe a protest will
get organized. Question those men
and women in the lunchroom that
seem to be in charge. Tell them
what's wrong. Write the Mirror
and express your opinion. The
paper is one of the most powerful
tools on campus, so use it! But do
something!
Oh, for those who think I am
on some useless crusade or sitting
on my high horse, you're wrong! I
am just suffering from what doctors call the Edible Complex, that
is, I actually enjoy decent food.

seeing chicken salad on the lunch
board, and then realizing there
wasn't any. Anyway, when lunch
was over, I decided to have dessert, and it was tough decision. I
wasn't limited to my favorite color
of Jello, or frozen milk sometimes
referred to as ice cream.
The meal was paid for on a
credit card issued by the food service that operated the cafeteria. If I
did not want breakfast, I would
have more money to spend on
lunch, dinner, or just to use at a
later meal. It was an excellent and
efficient system. But here's the
only catch: the food was good!
Assuming that I am not being
naive, I would guess a majority of
my fellow students would also like
to congratulate Seiler's. Here's
your chance. With the recent lotteries, it is evident that many upperclassmen will remain on cam-

So, now that I have challenged you to do something, I
challenge Seiler's to do the same.
Perhaps they could initiate the same
type of credit card system I enjoyed this past weekend. This way,
the lunchroom could open up to
commuters and other students,
insuring Seiler's of its large profits.
If this is not feasible, different numbered meal plans should
be offered. There is no sense in
paying for 19 meals a weak and
only eating 12.
As I end this letter, I would
ask all of you that eat in Seiler's to
ask yourself this one question: am
I getting what I pay for? If your
answer is "no," then do something!
Challenge the soggy french fries,
the ham salad, and the flat soda!
Congratulate Seiler's, they deserve
it!

Ed E. Bull
Contributing Writer

selor, Mr. Barry Vesciglio, recognizes, "Alcohol abuse is the number one problem on this campus."
It is one which many of us have yet
to address.
Most of us probably don't
usually think of alcohol as a problem while we're standing huddled
around a keg in the overcrowded
basement of some townhouse or
beach house every weekend. After
all, I mean hey, this is college,
we're supposed to drink... it's just
normal, right?
Is it normal to drink so heavily on a regular basis that you can
no longer walk? Or that you can't

even see or think straight? Or that
you get sick and have to be carried
home or maybe taken to the hospital? Is all of this normal?
As Mr. Vesciglio notes, "The
way in which we view alcohol here
at Fairfield is dangerous. What is
considered normal on campus is
not considered normal in society."
Think about it for a minute.
How many times have your parents come home from a party so
drunk that they couldn't even walk?
And how many times have you and
your little brother had to take mom
to the hospital in the middle of the
night to have her stomach pumped?
If we, at
Fairfield, really
do consider this
normal, then Mr.
Vesciglio is absolutely right:
"It's time to seriously re-evalutate the way we
look at alcohol."
And we
must recognize
the fact that
along with the
opportunity to
drink also comes
the obligation to

drink responsibly. We must know
when to say when, before we no
longer can; we must control our
drinking habits before they come
to control us.
And we must not lose sight
of the fact that alocholism is a very
real and very powerful disease.
And it is one which can easily
result from the kind of drinking
that takes place quite often right
here at Fairfield.
So as we fly far, far away
tomorrow to forget all about that
Economics test we failed and those
chapters in Russian history we still
haven't read, and all the other
problems each of us will leave
behind next week, let's not forget
about the one problem that will
follow many of us to our destinations.
And as we enjoy a week far
away from all of our obligations
here at Fairfield, let's not forget
about the one which each of us will
carry away with us, the obligation
to drink responsibly.
And maybe this year Spring
Break will be more than just another chance to break out the beer
(and break the law). Maybe this
year, Spring Break will be a chance
to finally break the habit of irresponsible drinking.

Guest Columnist:

Alcohol: Everyone's Responsibility
Patrick Rombalski
Assistant Director
Student Residences
A few years back at Marquette University I was responsible for planning the largest annual campus event for the students. Before I embarked upon
my mission to make the "Block
Party" the best it had ever been, I
was frequently warned of the
trouble that this event would bring.
Sure, I knew that there were usually 10,000 plus college students,
well over 200 kegs of beer, and as
many as ten area bands, but this all
sounded like a lot of fun to me.
Each year the block party
came and went, and each year the
negative circumstances associated
with the block party grew and
grew. The fights, the damages,
and the other occurences which'
were all due to intoxicated college
students became more and more
serious. And then, "the administration" stepped in and said
enough. I was then personally
outraged, but today I certainly
understand to the point of agreeing with what then seemed to be a
hasty decision.
I was the last block party
chairperson because of the fact
that many students did not drink
responsibly (drinking age = 18).
My opinion before the event differed greatly from the chain of
events that would lead me to
oppose such an occasion.
This is my second university since Marquette, and I see
many similar activities happening right here in Fairfield, Connecticut. Both as a society and a
University we are charged with
the challenge to overcome both
the personal and communal addictions to alcohol. The personal
addictions are obvious, but the
communal addictions are to me
more serious.
Countless times people
have told me that the best ways of
getting to know other students are
through townhouse and beach
parties. I am sure many of you
feel pressured to have enough
alcohol when you sponsor a party.
And, come on, how would a
weekend party be deemed suc-

cessful if it did not have at least a
keg? These are the communal addictions.
From my seat, I see far too
many students rushed to the Health
Center and/or the hospital because
of an overdose of alcohol. Each
and every Monday morning I receive calls from maintenance,
security, resident advisors, Head
Residents, Health Center staff,
Resident Jesuits, and even parents
about fights, damages, vomit, defecation, noise, etc., all associated
with students drinking too much.
This does not include the
multitude of students who have or
will receive counseling for alcohol
problems. This does not include
the cases of date rape right here on
campus where one or both of the
people were intoxicated. This does
not include the many other problems that never reach my office
because no one ever reports it. Most
serious of all, this does not include
those Fairfield University women
who have or will have to make a
decision about whether or not to
have a child at all because that
evening began with just too much
alcohol. All part of college fun?
Please understand me, I am
in no way innocent, but I want you
each to learn from what I have
seen. The University, myself included, which recognizes the
immense social pressures applied
on all college students to drink,
must assume a much greater leadership role to help combat the
power of peer pressure. Merely
saying you are not allowed to drink
to a society that is addicted to alcohol is not enough. So it is not

enough for you. Competitive
options must be offered.
In his commentary last
week, Mark Sarro does make
some good points. Options must
be offered at the expense of the
University or the University will
have to continue to pay for these
lack of options. College students
do not keep a 9 to 5 schedule and
their lifestyle is different from
older adults. We need to recognize this in everything we do as a
University. The students, especially Freshmen and Sophomores,
as a community are dependent
upon all of the services this small
community offers.
All of us, administration,
students, faculty, Jesuits, staff,
parents and alumni, share the burden not just to accept but to change
the societal patterns associated
with alcohol. Right now, Resident Advisors and Head Residents do all of the in-house enforcing of the alcohol policy.
Complaining about the job they
do instead of empathizing with
what they have to do with their
peers and assisting them with their
task does not help.
I personally believe that
they have one of the toughest jobs
on campus (if they do indeed
choose to do what they are supposed to) and that same thought
was one of the cover stories in the
latest edition of The Chronicle of
Higher Education stating that
maybe the job of Resident Advisor has grown too big for students.
Also, right now FUSA
does most of the social programming on campus for students.
They do one heck of a job but they
simply cannot keep up with what
needs to be done. They need help.
We should be bending over backwards to assist them with anything from booking of a facility
(small or large) to the the search
for funds.
These are just some of my
thoughts on what is much too
large of an issue at such a fine
University: alcohol. The bottom
line is that we are all responsible
in all factions of the University
and we all must go out of our way
if we truly want change. I do!
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The True Facts About El Salvador
Gary Thomann
Contributing Writer
Jennifer Casolo, the Connecticut church worker who was
arrested recently for allegedly trafficking weapons to the Communist rebels in El Salvador, probably left behind a bunch of confused
and misinformed people when she
spoke here last Friday night.
Actually, one of the most
confusing elements of Casolo's
visit here were the posters put up
by the Faith, Peace and Justice
Department and the claims made
in the posters.
It was claimed, for instance,
that Casolo had been "fasely accused". How do we know that she
was falsely accused? The case
never came to trial, so we have no
way of knowing whether she is innocent or guilty.

It also stated that she had
been "imprisoned". In reality, she
was jailed to await trial, just as she
would have been if accused of such
a serious crime in the United States.
One of the things that confuses people the most about El
Salvador is the nature of its government (and it's not their fault,
the media doesn't pay too much
attention to these things). Despite
what some would have you believe, El Salvador's President,
Alfredo Cristiani, was elected
fairly.
The interesting thing is,
however, that the same people who
oppose Mr. Cristiani's legitimacy
as leader of El Salvador paradoxically demand humanitarian aid for
Nicaragua, a country which hasn't
held honest elections in years.
To be fair to the opponents
of Mr. Cristiani, he has been linked

in the past (before assuming the
presidency) with right-wing death
squads, but there is no real proof of
these allegations. Why not give
him a chance instead of following
our tradition ofjumping to conclusions?
Besides, if he really is a
closet fascist, does that really make
any difference to liberals? They
spend a great deal of time making
statements about the right of people
to choose their own leaders. So
apparently, it does make a difference.
This fact proves nothing
except that some people are hypocrites. But it does bring up an
interesting question of morality.
Do we have the right to interfere
with legitimately elected governments?
Opponents of President
Bush, of course, will surely re-

spond to this question by saying
that refusing to aid a government
does not constitute interfering with
it. But it does. Even if El Salvador
were ruled by a dictator, it would
still be necessary for us to support
their government.
The Marxist rebels are getting all the aid they want from the
Soviet Union (which doesn't seem
to be in a big hurry to end the Cold
War anywhere outside Europe). If
we refused to help the government
of El Slavador, we would thereby
doom that country to Communist
rule in the same way that Spain
was given over to Fascists by Britain and France's "non-intervention" policies during that country's 1935-1939 civil war.
To those who feel that the
situation is just a choice of one bad
government versus another, I say,
(at least right now) El Salvador is

on our side. Who needs another
Communist country that close to
our borders? To those who believe
that international Communism is
no longer a threat, I should point
out that the Soviet Union and its
allies still have one of the largest
armies the world has ever seen.
Finally, one other thing that
some people don't want you to
know is that the El Salvadoran
rebels are terrorists and have just
as many "death squads" as the
govemmentmay. Butdon'tworry,
if you weren't aware of this, it's
not your fault. Left-wing death
squads are hardly ever mentioned
in the news.
So just in case you think the
rebels are in any way preferable
than the guys in charge now, think
again. You may want to remember
all this the next time Ms. Casolo
comes around.

A Free And Fair Election For Nicaragua

Christina Fox
Dan Wisneski
Contributing Writers

This past Sunday, the fairest, most democratic election in
the history of the modern world
took place. The election was not in
the United States, or in any of the
other so called "democratic" countries of the world. Despite efforts
by the U.S. government to turn the
electoral process into a farce, the
election was in Nicaragua.
Contrary to what the Bush
administration and the media
would have us believe, the Sandinistas are not attempting to infiltrate
all of Central America and invade
the U.S.
Such rhetoric is propaganda
used to encourage U.S. citizens to
blindly support economic and
political policies that give the U.S.
hegemonic control over Central
American governments.
Now is the time to dispel a
few myths before the impact of the

election fades from the front pages
of newspapers.
Myth 1: The Contras are
freedom fighters. The fact is that
the Contras were totally developed,
organized, and trained by the CIA
in the United States and Honduras,
and they have little support among
the people of Nicaragua.
Myth 2: The Sandinistas
have created a communist totalitarian state. The Sandinista party
took power by overthrowing the
U.S.-backed dictator, Anastasio
Somoza, Jr. in 1979. After briefly
flirting with socialism, the Sandinistas have pursued a mixed economy with broad social programs
for the poor including literacy
campaigns, agrarian reform, and
community welfare programs.
Myth 3: The Nicaraguan
election may have been rigged by
the Sandinistas. The truth is that
the Sandinistas promote democratic elections. In 1984, fair elections were held, and Daniel Ortega
was elected President.
..
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Nicaraguan elections are
truly democratic since the president is elected by a simple majority of the people, unlike the elitist
electoral college we have in the
U.S. There are no outlawed political parties in Nicaragua, and each
of the 22 parties in existence was
free to run in these recent elections.
Until a few weeks ago, the
Sandinistas enjoyed a comfortable
lead. That lead diminished, however, as the U.S. attempted to buy
the election by giving the opposition party, UNO (a coalition of
twelve "parties, all with disparate
motives), nine million dollars.
The most severe blow to
fair elections has been the Bush
administration's invitation to Violetta Chamorro, UNO's candidate, to visit the White House. This
invitation clearly informed the
Nicaraguan people which side the
U.S.. supports.
Thus, the choice facing the
Nicaraguan people is clear. A vote
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for Ortega means everything fought
for in the revolution continues to
grow and mature. Yet the poverty
perpetuated by the current U.S.
embargo on Nicaragua may continue if the Sandinistas win the
elction.
On the other hand, a vote
for Chamorro means an end to
political stability and a factioned
government without direction, both
at the mercy of the U.S. government. In the words of the renowned
political thinker Noam Chomsky,

"You can vote for Chamorro and
eat, or you can vote for Ortega and
watch your children starve to
death."
As U.S. citizens, isn'tittime
all of us saw the true facts about
U.S. policy in Nicaragua? The
election is over, but regardless of
the outcome, the democratic
process was in effect in Nicaragua
last Sunday. The only impediment
for free elections was the government of the country in which we
live.

Letters Continued
To the Editor:
I would like to thank all those
who took the time run for election
on the Fairfield University Student
Senate. The election was a great
success with over 100 people running. It is great to see so many
people interested in representing
their classmates.
For those who did not get
"^C
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elected, I hope you will still get
involved in some way, whether it
be with FUSA, IRHG, or some
other club on campus. To those
who were elected I congratulate
you, and I look forward to working
with you for the next 12 months.
Brian Hayes
Senate President
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Challenge
yourself
to make a
difference

The Student Deal
Buy Two / Get One

FREE

Get one Footlong Sub free, when you buy two
Footlong Subs of equal or greater value, and
One Canned Soft Drink or one 22 oz. Cup of
Soft Drink.
Good at participating stores only.
Not good with any other offer. Good until 3/15/90

1996 Post Rd., Fairfield
254-0321
1900 BlackRock Turnpike, Fairfield
-r 334-3336

Union's Master of Arts in Teaching
Earned full- or part-time, the Union M_AT. is a unique program that combines pedagogy with advanced study, leading
to secondary certification (grades 7-12) in:
Biology ■ German ■ Chemistry ■ Latin ■ Earth Science
Mathematics ■ English ■ Physics ■ French ■ Social Sciences
General Science ■ Spanish
If you want to make a difference in young lives, prepare
to teach at the college known for academic excellence. With
a Master of Arts in Teaching—from Union.
Call or write for brochure. Application deadline April 15.

UNION

"r

the continuing pursuit of excellence.
Graduate and Continuing Studies
Wells House. 1 Union Ave., Schenectady, NY 12308
(315)370-6288
POT
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After
This
One
Audience Should
Seek
This May Be Costner*s Worst itoie Yet
Tony Germinario
Staff Movie Critic
Have you ever gone to see a
movie that seemed to be just a little
bit too great for its own good? You
know, like it had an awesome cast,
cost a lot of money to make, but
never quite lived up to its expectations? Kind of like Ishtar ?
Well, this week my review is
on Revenge, a new action/drama
release starring Kevin Costner,
Anthony Quinn, and Madeline
Stowe, and it fits into that mold.
With a cast like the one that this
film boasts, you would think that
this movie would be incredible.
Kevin Costner has been consis-

tenly excellent in his last few
movies {Field of Dreams, Bull
Durham, The Untouchables, No
Way Out), Anthony Quinn has been
an accomplished actor for many
years, and Madeline Stowe, well,
just take a look at her. She'd be
enough to make a lot of people go
see a film and make it good. Right?
Wrong.
All right. Here's how it goes.
Costner plays Michael Cochran, a
retired Air Force pilot in need of a
vacation. So what does he do? He
goes down to Mexico to visit his
buddy Tibby Mendez, played by
Quinn. What does Mendez do for
a living? Basically, he is the biggest drug dealer down in Mexico

who's hobbies include swimming,
hunting, and blowing people away.
No problem so far, right?
OK. Then Costner meets
Ms. Mendez, played by Stowe.
Sure she looks great but, c'mon.
Do you really think he would mess
with his best friend' s wife when he
knows the guy could kill him just
for looking at her wrong. Actually, he doesn't. He just beats the
pulp out of him and ieaves him
looking a little bit worse than Mike
Tyson after his fight with Buster
Douglas. (Sorry sports fans. I
know you're sick of hearing about
it but I couldn't resist.) For the rest
of the film, which seems like forever, he goes about his healing

Boston Chambers to Perform
New England's Finest to Appear at Fairfield

PR - The Boston Chamber
Music Society, the pre-eminent
chamber ensemble in New England, will perform Friday, March
16, at 8 p.m. at the Campus Center
at Fairfield University as part of
the Evenings of Music Series.
The musical troupe will perform Mozart's Piano Quartet in Eb
Major, Mendelssohn's Piano Trio
in C Minor and Tchaikovsky's
Sextet "Souvenir de Florence."
The concert is funded in part
by a grant from The New England
Foundation for the Arts, The Connecticut Commission on the Arts
and The National Endowment for
the Arts.
Clarissa Sinagulia, director
of public events, commented, "The
Society has as its members Boston ' s most prominent young virtuoso instrumentalists, each of whom

brings a distinguished performing
career as soloist and chamber
musician."
The Society began in 1981 as
a small group of musicians affiliated with the Boston Conservatory
who gave three concerts of chamber music in the First and Second
Church in the Back Bay of Boston.
Cellist Bruce Coppock, who cofounded the Society with cellist
Ronald Thomas, said at first it was
a promotional venture.
"All of us find great satisfaction in chamber music and we have
always played for the love of it,"
said Coppock. "But it was hard to
find a professional context for
performing and not having to give
up something more financially
enticing."
The Society made its New
York debut at the Merkin Concert

Hall of the Abraham Goodman
House in 1982. In 1984, the Society toured France, including an
appearance in Dijon at the Festival
des Nuits de Bourgogne. In 1988,
the Society performed at Rome's
Accademia Santa Cecelia.
The interconnections among
the players go back many years,
which Coppock said contributes a
great deal to the quality of the
gorup. "When the Chamber Music
Society of Lincoln Center was
founded, they talked about the
months of planning that went into
it. Ours was a matter of years,
because we wanted to wait until
we had something strong."
Single tickets are $10 for
general admission; $8 for seniors
and students. The Office of Public
Events is in charge of arrangements, 254-4000, ext. 2646.

process, gets "revenge" on those
who beat 'em up, and tries to get
back the girl.
Now does that sound so bad?
It shouldn't, but it is. First of all,
the movie was much too long. They
could have cut out some scenes
that really had no meaning to the
story. Like when Costner meets up
with some Texas horse wrangler
who happens to be played by the
manager from Major League. Then
he teams with one of the bosses
from Robocop. These two relationships were completely irrelevant and only dragged it out. The
film also lacked the action which it
promised. The first scene, done in
Top Gun fighter plane fashion was

good, but it went downhill from
there. It all just seemed a little too
boring.
The recent ads have it billed
as a romantic drama. Sorry, but
no. You might want to call it a
"mellow drama", but that's about
as good as it gets.
If you haven' t you picked up
your copy of Indiana Jones and
the Last Crusade or Lethal Weapon
II yet, why not? Also, The Hunt for
Red October, one of the biggest
novels in the past few years, will
come out on film starring Sean
Connery tommorow. You might
want to check it out. Until then,
have a great spring break and I'll
see you at the flix!

Hey A REAL Top
Teh List!
The WVOF TOP TEN! In no particular order...
"Another Day"
Galaxie 500
Humidifier
"Master Movie"
Bricks
"The Girl with the Carrot Skin"
Stephen
"Little Audrey"
King Missile
"Jesus Was Way Cool"
Straight Jacket Fits "So Long Marrianne"
"Phil Too"
Veriaines
Eleventh Dream Day "Michael Dunne"
Blake Babies "Earwig"
Loop
"Arc Lite"

A message from those who care...
Hey, you know you really blew it! While you're lying
in the sun next week, you could have told some hot
hunk or babe(depending on your gender and/or orientation) that you wrote for The Mirror! But no!
You're too cool! Wrong! You know, it's not too late
for next Spring Break! So get off your sun-burned
I
rear and sign up. Now!
^
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In
STILL DECIDING YOURS?
FIGURE YUUR FUTURE AS A

THAN YOU THOUGHT IT EVER COULD BE
u>

CSIIJiCPA

EDUCATIONAL TRUST FUND OF THE
CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
179 ALLYN STREET. HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT 06103
''<** v"'
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SPONSORED 6YTHE CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS EDUCATIONAL TRUST FUND. FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE TO TODAYS ACCOUNTANT. SEE YOUR COLLEGE'S BUSINESS SCHOOL DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON OR CALL THE CONNECTICUT SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS IN HARTFORD AT 525-1153.
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These Are The Voyages...

happenings

Prices and Prejudices

Edward Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor
Captain's Log: Maybe it's
just because I'm a male, but I'm
not as happy seeing Deanna Troi
"getting the guy" as I am seeing
Bill Riker or Jim Kirk "getting the
girl." Even when Tasha Yar got
her man in the novel Survivors, I
felt uncomfortable. Perhaps I feel
this way because, with Deanna,
the man wasn't Bill, and with
Tasha, the man wasn't Geordi or
Data. Perhaps because Star Trek
seeks the ideal, I too seek the ideal
for the characters. For my two
episodes this week, we must watch
once again as NextGen's "starcrossed lovers," Bill and Deanna,
miss each other.
Supplemental One: "The
Price," written by Hannah Louise
Shearer, features Star Trek's first
love scene between Deanna and
Devinoni Ral. The price of their
relationship becomes their mutual
Betazoid empathic ability, the
ethical use of which comes into
question.
Deanna doesn't like the way
Devinoni uses his ability to read
the emotional states of business
competitors, to determine how
they'll act, and then outmaneuver
them. Ral points out that people
have been doing that for centuries,
simply by reading body language.
Deanna persists, insisting that she
uses her ability to help and to protect her crew. Ral counters, showing clearly that she, like he, uses it
to give her side an edge. With him
and his business dealing, however,
nobody gets hurt. Taking quick
advantage can mean the difference
between success and failure.
Ral later baits Bill with regard to taking advantage. He
snidely insinuates that Bill has paid
the price of losing Deanna because
Bill "just didn't do enough to keep
her." Bill turns the tables on the
valueless negotiator and becomes
a big-time hero. He smiles mischievously at Ral—the discussion
has now become personal. "That's
the first bad move I've seen you

The Grammy's Are Pretty Cool

make," Bill sneers. He wants only
happiness for Deanna, even if she
finds it with Ral.
"The Price" allows us a
glimpse at different sides of
Deanna's personality. She deeply
resents Jean-Luc' s intrusion on her
off-duty hours when he casually
suggests that she attend a TenForward reception. When she ar-

agrees to help her, she is able to put
aside her prejudice and work for
reunion.
Brull and his Gatherer comrades eventually put aside their
prejudice because they want better
livesfor themselves and their children. Wesley makes his discomfort around Brull obvious. Brull
doesn't care if Wes doesn't like

rives, she is all smiles again—the
real Deanna has ducked behind her
ship's counselor role. Ral picks up
on this annoying habit of hers and
asks her who she is when she puts
duty aside. When she fails to answer, he picks up on the truth.
"You never do leave this damn
ship," he finishes.
Supplemental Two: "The
Vengeance Factor," written by Sam
Rolfe, is a story of prejudice. The
society of Acamar Three is a divided one. After bloody clan wars
ended 100 years ago, a group of
Acamarians, called The Gatherers, left the planet and pursued a
life of nomadic thievery. Jean-Luc
enlists the help of Acamarian
Sovereign Marouk to put an end to
this looting by recommending a
reconciliation between Acamarians and The Gatherers.
Marouk is skeptical at first.
But when a Gatherer leader, Brull,

him; he just wants to know what
the ensign knows about him. Wes
discovers he has a lot to learn.
When Brull makes an attempt at
friendfy humor, Wes relents and
begins to lower his own prejudice.
Yuta is the only Acamarian
not able to put her prejudice aside.
Her body has been physiologically
transformed so that she can continue the clan wars and wipe out
the last few members of the enemy
Tralestaclan. For her, the killing is
doing justice. Despite Bill's loving efforts and his personal example of preferring the company
of equals, Yuta cannot acknowledge equals while there are Tralestas living. Bill eventually is forced
to kill her because she will not
relent. Her death is the price of
prejudice which Bill may never
understand.
And the adventure continues...

BUY 13 CDs GET ONE FREE!
(•15™ value]

2395 BLACK ROCK TPK.
FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
374-7288
1 r, 2 „ 3 „„ 4„„ S'.- B' _ 7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor
On Wednesday February 21st, I
CBS televised the National Academy i
of Recording Arts and Sciences';
Grammy Awards. This controversial
awards program, which has overlooked
The Rolling Stones and Elvis and given!
Jethro Tull a Heavy Metal award, has
once again proved to be a yardstick of j
the Popular Music scene.
1
Many socially conscious and quality productions were ignored
(i.e. Public Enemy's "Fight the Power") and mainstream dance/charttopping records were lauded. For those of you who have been asleep
since Christmas, here are the winners:
Pop Vocal, Male: "How Am I Supposed to Live Without You",
Michael Bolton
Pop Vocal, Group: "Don't Know Much", Linda Ronstadt and
Aaron Neville
New Artist: Milli Vanilli
Rock Vocal, Female: "Nick of Time", Bonnie Raitt
Album of the Year: Nick of Time, Bonnie Raitt
Pop Vocal, Female: "Nick of Time", Bonnie Raitt
Rap: "Bust A Move", Young MC
Rock Vocal, Male: "The End of the Innocence", Don Henley
Song: "Wind Beneath My Wings", Bette Midler
R&B Vocal, Female: "Giving You the Best That I Got", Anita
Baker
Record: Wind Beneath My Wings, Bette Midler
Snubbed in this year's awards were, amongst others, Tom Petty,
Lou Reed and Joe Cocker, all classic rockers who seemed to have put
fine efforts together in the past year. They were nominees but not
victors.
It is encouraging, however, to see the outstanding comeback of
singer/ guitarist Bonnie Raitt, who returned from years of obscurity
and mediocrity to put together a fine record and win three awards.
AND IN THE NEWS... In Transition will be playing Master's Sports Cafe on Tuesday, March 13th. This is right after we get
back form Spring Break. I suggest you try and catch them. Master's
is located on the Post Road on the Fairfield/Westport line.
On Saturday March 17th, there will be a F.U.S.A. organized
Band Jam to benefit Campus Ministry (Jamaican and Ecuadorian
Ministries). There will be more information next issue.
On Saturday March 3rd the New World Consort jazz band will
be the featured guest of the Greater Bridgeport Symphony. The
show begins at 8:30 p.m. at the Klien Memorial Auditorium (910
Fairfield Ave., Bridgeport).
A new syndicated radio show entitled Comedyline airs on
Sunday nights at 10 p.m.. The show offers an 800 number telephone
line to have the guest and listeners interact with commentary or
questions. The show is sponsoring a contest to become a guest critic
on the air, live. To enter send a postcard with name, address and
daytime phone number to "I Want A Job", C/O Com. v line, Olympia
Networks, 2434 Main Street, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Winners will
be anounced on April Fool's Day. Prizes include a Carribean Cruise.
When I Woke is at the SeaGrape tonight. Cover is $3.

STATION SHOPPE DELI
11:00-2:00 Lunch
FREE DELIVERY 5:30-7:30
Dinner
BBO — BURGERS — DELI — SOUP — SALAD —
SEAFOOD —DELI
CIGARETTES — CANDY— PAPERS — MAGAZINES

254-3777

Open 10-10 MSAT. 1Q-5 SUN* All out of state Tickets Available.

Fairfield Railroad Station, Eastbound Side

Thicky Thursday
Get one 12" pan pizza
Loaded with cheese ansd
pepperoni for only $7.50
Valid on Thursday 3-1-90
between 2pm - 4pm and 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

The Fairfield Mirror

Call us!
255-8823
580 Post Rd
Fairfield

Monday Madness $10.95
Get two small pizza's with
one topping for only $10.95
Valid on Monday 3-12-90
between 8pm -11 pm
(tax not included)

Wacky Weekend

Wacky Wednesday $6.95

Terrific Tuesday

Get one Large 16" pizza

Get one small cheese pizza
Plus two cokes for $6.95
Valid on Wednesday 3-14-90

Get any size one topping
pizza for $6.95
Valid on Tuesday 3-13-90

with one topping for Regular price
and get one six pack of coke for 99$
From Friday-Sunday 3-2-90 to 3-4-90
between 2pm - 4pm and 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

between 11am - 3pm and 8pm - 11pm
(tax not included)

between 8pm -11 pm
(tax not included)
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Glee Club to Spend
Spring Break
in Italy

Orchestral Manuevers

Fairfield*s Burgeoning New Musical Group A Success
Brian Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
In a continuing effort to
create an outstanding program in
the fine arts, Fairfield University's
developing orchestra was, in the
words of its director, Professor
Richard Shillea, "a long-standing
administration plan."
In September 1988, the
orchestra was established under
the direction of Shillea. Designed
for one concert per semester, the
group made their debut in the
Spring of 1989 (the fall show was
snowed out) and, according to
Shillea, "the group was superb and
well received by the faculty and
administration. We received a lot
of media attention and far exceeded
my expectations."
Richard Shillea is a professor in the fine arts department here
at the University and has been since
1986. He has taught Music Appreciation and History of Orchestra

part of all new activities at the
Regina A. Quick Fine Arts Center" and will play among the first
showes there. The group's plans
three shows next year and hopes to
do work with the theater department.
This year, the orchestra will
play two shows for the University's Capital Resources Department called "A Toast to Fairfield."
One show will be in Stamford, the
other will be on March 25th at the
Quick Fine Arts Center.
Overall, Shillea is "very
proud of the orchestra. It has hard
working students who are up to my
high demands. They have set high
standards for themselves and met
them. The student body should be
proud of them and it is important
that they come and support them."
For those interested in joining they can call Professor Shillea
through the Fine Arts office. For
those interested in seeing them
perform, the concerts are free and
there is a reception afterwards.

and has held administrative positions with two local orchestras. He
believes he was hired here to run
the orchestra.
Shillea believes that the
group now is "very strong and
polished and has nearly all of the
necessary components. As of now
the orchestra consists of a few paid
professionals, ten local volunteers
and twenty students."
Of course, he would like
more student participation. He
says, "Culturally, the student body
is very lucky to have an orchestra.
We have a very loyal following,
but I would love more of an audience. Also, there are very talented
students out there who haven't
joined. Right now, we are very
short of brass players, like tubas
and trombones."
The orchestra plays a variety of music, not all of which is
"heavy duty classical." Included
in the group's repetoire are mostly
"opera and musical theater tunes."
The orhestra will be an "integral

Edward Hines, Jr.
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor

While many of us Fairfield students will have to be satisfied with
a mere Caribbean getaway for Spring Break, 35 members of the Fairfield University Glee Club will be basking on the Mediterranean as
they embark on a "bon voyage" (I know; it's French) to Rome and

Sidetracks: Great Nachos and More!
C.L. Yona
Staff Writer
Let's talk nachos. Now, I
love nachos. I make them at home,
order them everywhere I go. I've
never met a nacho I didn't like.
Now, if you had asked me which
place made the best nachos, before
this week I would have had trouble
telling you. Not now. Far and
away, it's Sidetracks.
Let me put it this way: after
the waitress had wisely advised
me to get a 1/2 order (not on the
menu) of nachos, I figured I'd have

Florence, Italy. The Glee Club plans a European tour every other year.
Approximately 40 friends and family members will make the
excursion with the Glee Club. The group departs from J.F.K. International Airport very early tomorrow morning, March 2. On Wednesday, March 7, the Glee Club will sing at Mass in St. Peter's Basilica.
Later in the week they will sing at another Mass and perform a small
concert at the North American College. After having opportunities to
tour both Roma and Firenze as well as Assisi and Pompeii, the group
returns to the United States on Saturday, March 10.
Carole Ann Coyne-Maxwell, Glee Club director, would like to
announce two upcoming concerts. The annual Spring concert, entitled
Fanfare For A Festival, features the Glee Club and Chamber Singers
on Saturday, April 21 at 8 p.m. in the Regina A. Quick Center For The
Arts. The annual Pops concert, entitled Showcase ofthe 80's, happens
on Tuesday, May 1 at 8 p.m. in the Quick Center and will feature songs
made popular in the decade of 1980.
Arivederci!

glaze, but my companion assured
me it was delicious. There are also
buffalo wings, chicken fingers, and
fried mozzarella. As for the entrees, the burgers are well-prepared
and tasty. I'd advise steering clear
of the teriyaki and stir-fried entrees, for they are somewhat pricey
($11.95-$15.95).
I recommend Sidetracks as
a place to go to have a few drinks
and some appetizers. The service
is quick and friendly. Sidetracks,
2070 Post Road, will forever live
in my memory as the home of the
best nachos.

plenty of room for dinner. Boy,
was I wrong.
After the nachos, my companion and I just wanted to explode. Piled high with two cheeses,
delicious, chili, and fresh sliced
jalapenos, the nachos were a gut
buster. When the waitress brought
my bacon-cheeseburger, along
with a montrous basket of onion
rings and a huge plate of fries, it
was all I could do to say, "Take this
home."
Sidetracks has a wide variety of good appetizers. Baked brie
was a little too sweet in a honey
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WESTPORT/FAIRFIELD 259-0092
TWO MEDIUM
CHEESE PIZZAS

$1095
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MEDIUM PIZZA

1 F^CALZONE
[ With th» coupon and tha purchase
I of a LARGE PIZZA with two tappings
(Catzontc ate avaiiabte Witt
tapping* at additional charge)

With this coupon.
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With this coupon and the purchase
Of a LARGE PiZZA with two tappings.
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SPEEDY PIZZA TOPPINGS
EXTRA CHEESE • MUSHROOMS • SAUSAGE
PEPPERONI • MEATBALLS • PEPPERS
ONIONS • BACON • OLIVES • ANCHOVIES

Fairfield University—It's Your Choice

also in: NORWALK
STAMFORD
DANBURY
STRATFORD
WATERBURY
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Saint Louis University's

Academic Year In Madrid
COMPLETE CURRICULUM: English,
Spanish, Liberal Arts, Business &
Administration, TESOL, Sciences,
Hispanic Studies

TM

Bring a Friend
to Lunch or Dinner

SLU In Madrid Is a member of AA/EOE
Graduate Courses offered during
Summer Session

Apply NOW for Spring, Summer and Fall
More than 1,000 students in the Program.
Contact:
Saint Louis University
Study Abroad Coordinator
Admissions Office
221 North Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103
Toll-free tel: 1-800-325-6666

Saint Louis University In Madrid
Bravo Murlllo, 38
Edrflclo Gonzaga, Planta Baja
Madrid 28015 Spain
Tel: 593-3783

Buy 1 meal and get a Second at
greater or equal value for free.
Not good with any other coupon offer.
Good until 2-29-90

1495 Post Rd. East
Westport, CT

INTERNATIONAL DELI

Delivery Every Hour on the Hour*

When You Want It Typed
Your Way...

between 4-9 p.m.

WORD FOR
WORD
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Term Papers, Theses, Resumes,
Dissertations, Special Projects...
Expedite Work Welcome!

1144 Reef Rd.
Fairfield, CT

255-7900

MARIETTA STONE—
333-2926

254-2669

FAX 259-6901

Word Processing Done The Right Way

CELEBR.A.T

Hot Meals
X
• Pizza
• Hamburgers or Hotdogs
• Ice Cream
• Salads
• and much, much more
Call for a FREE menu 255-7900

^QO^

FT. LATXDE^RIXAI^E AT

IN

s

mn€RS>

ora. the be€Mcn

rrr. rADPERPALg'S J^REZMIBRE;
CQWCERTAIVD DA2VCB CX^B
IS VELARS AI*D OXJ2ESR ADMITTJED

lO A.M. to 6 P.lfcX. POOLSIDE
AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS
t GAMES VIDEO NOW ON WAT.F. AS SBZCN ON CABLE TJV.

7 FMVI. to 8 I>.M.
COLLEGE HAPPTT HOUR
FAIRFIELD UNIV.

PARTY * MONDAY,

MARCH 5

ALLJHAR J2RDVZCS .AJVJD DRAFT BEER 76*
DM CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS

SC/SfMERS OJV -JTHE BELACH PRESENTS . . . FURY
FT. Z^AZXDERZXAZJE'S FBVEST .ROCK WROIX BAND
NTOHTLV PLAWJVG THE BEST XXA1VCE MUSIC . . .
FUUS 0 .BARS TO SERVE VOC77

1385 Post Road East

CLJP& SAVE

CUP * SAVE -

'All orders must be in Vi hr. before
delivery time.

FAIRFIELD UNIV.

PARTY * MONDAY. MARCH 5

ONE FREE BAR. DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 r».M. NIGHTLY

(LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER)
Summers on the Beach • 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft- Laudcrdalc. FT- • (30S) 462-8976
(LOCATED 1/2 BLXDCK. NOFTTH OF" I~AS Ol^AS BL.VT3. ON A1A)
ADMISSION POLICY: IS TEARS OR OLDER WELCOME

SPRING BREAK 'SO

Westport, CT

THE BEST OF FRANCE
MAY 24-JUNE 2,1990
BURGUNDY* CHATEAUX* PARIS

THE

WORLD
FOR

SAL
ftflwYORlC

Tbund trips
from

LONDON
BERLIN
BRUSSELS
VIENNA
TOKYO

CARACAS
RIO

Great art, great touring,
great gastronomy, great
fun... all included in
Fairfield University's annual
trip to France.
A small, congenial group will
visit vibrant cities, remote
villages, private collections
and famed vineyards en
route to glorious Paris. Art

historian Gertrude Grace
Sill has planned The Best
of France, which is a
special value at $2700. Price
includes airfare, deluxe
hotels, most meals, much
more. For details contact G.
Sill, (203) 254-4000
ext. 2418 or B. Walker,
(203) 254-4220.

Academic credit available.

School of Continuing
Education
Fairfield, CT 06430

RlRFIELD
UNIVERSITY
VUNl

$338
438
398
438
749
318
730

Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply .One ways available.
Work/Stud abroadproqrams.lnt'l
Student ID'.EURAIL PASSES
ISSUED ON THE SPOT!

FREE Student Travel
Catalog

Council
Travel
Yale Co-op East,77 Broadway
New HavervCt 06520

203 - 562 - 5335
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Stags Fall
(cont'd from p. 16 Stags)
lead. A Worthy layup off a
fastbreak upped the lead to 57-53.
Johnson connected on a free throw
with 1:10 left and Iona led 58-55.
The Stags weren't dead yet
though as Duncan muscled his way
through the lane with 59 seconds
left, hitting a 10-foot jumper and
drawing a foul. He hit the freebie
and the Stags trailed 58-56.
Iona held the ball until 20
seconds remained when Worthy
took the ball to the hoop but missed.
He grabbed his own rebound
though and was fouled as he tried
to hit the putback.
He missed the first free throw,
and the officials forgot that he had
another coming. Fairfield grabbed
the carom and headed downcourt
with a chance to tie. George's
running one-hander from the side
with six ticks remaining missed
badly, and Drew Henderson fouled
Jonathan Duck in the scramble for
the rebound.
But before Duck could shoot
his free throw, the officials realized they had made a mistake on
the Worthy free throws and they
let him shoot his remaining shot.
He made it and Iona led 59-56.
Duck missed and the Stags
had one last chance, but they had
no miracles left in them as Duncan's 28-footer at the buzzer
bounced off the rim.
"1 told the kids I was proud of
them," Buonaguro said. "Iona's a
good team. Right now they're
playing the best of the four teams
(that had a chance for second place).
But we're not far off from being
the second best in our division."
The Stags didn't start out like
the second-best in their division,
quickly falling behind 14-2 in this
game. Some strong defense at the
end of the first half got the Stags

back into the game though, and at
the intermission they trailed by
just one point, 24-23.
In the second half, Fairfield
fell behind by five points, but
managed to bounce back again. A
19-footer by Walters gave Fairfield its biggest lead of the game,
39-34 with 12:59 left.
Iona called a timeout though
and got back into the game as Fairfield took a nap at the offensive
end. The Stags scored just two
points in a 9:51 stretch and with
three minutes left, they trailed 4541.
"There's been stretches of
every game where we can't score,"
Buonaguro said. "That's been our
Achilles Heel."
The "Achilles Heel," helped
push the Stags into fifth place in
the MAAC - South.
Duncan finished the game
with 18 points to lead all scorers,
while Walters added 14. For Iona,
Worthy scored 17 points, 10 of
them coming off the offensive
boards. Green added 10 points,
but he was hardly heard from after
the intermission.
Fairfield Fodder... The
Stags play Niagara in the first round
of the MAAC tournament... Fairfield shot 10-11 from the line in
this game...On Senior Night '87,
Jeff Gromos tipped in an A.J.
Wynder miss at the buzzer and the
Stags upended Holy Cross by a
point... Last season, Troy
Bradford's 35-foot desperation
shot at the buzzer gave the Stags a
one-point victory over Army...
IONA (59) Record: 13-14,8-8
Johnson 1 -4 5-8 7 Green 5-13 0-010 Cooper 4-6 00 8 Doyle 2-6 2-2 6 Worthy 7-113-417 McClease 02 0-0 0Duck4-10 3-6 11
Totals: 23-5213-20 59
FAIRFIELD (56) Record: 9-18,6-10
Duncan 7-16 3-318 Brantley 2-5 0-1 4 Keith 0-2 00 0 Walters 5-12 2-214 George 4-10 0-0 8 Henderson 2-5 5-5 9 Fitzsimons 1-4 0-0 3 Holland 0-2 0-0 0
Totals: 21-5610-1156
Halftlme: Iona 24-23
Fouled out: Cooper, Brantley, Walters
Three-pointers: Walters (2), Duncan, Fitzsimons
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Ladies shoooting
for 20 wins
Tom Maguire
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fairfield University
women's basketball team is now
making its climb in the polls. The
Lady Stags received six votes in
the AP Top 20 on Monday, and
Coach Dianne Nolan said the team
was really pleased with the recognition they have been getting.
So, when the Lady Stags
took an 8-0 lead in the first four
minutes of the game against Iona
Tuesday night, Coach Dianne
Nolan looked like she could sit
back and enjoy another blowout at
Alumni Hall. Iona came into the
game with a 3-22 record. But the
Lady Stags struggled for most of
the first half, then blew the game
open in second stanza for a 77-56
victory.
Struggle, for a 21 -point win?
"We did not play very well in the
first half," Nolan said. "We were
out of sync and seemed tired."
Lynne Friel's hot hand
helped as she scored seven of her
11 points in the first half, and her
18-footer from the right wing gave
Fairfield a 24-11 lead midway
through the first half. "The confidence level is really high right now
for this team," Nolan said, "and
that is important if you are shooting the basketball."
The Lady Stags blew open
the game with a 22-10 run in the
second half that began with a threepoint play by Gailor and ended
with a ten-foot jumper by Shanna
Lewis (eight points). This sevenminute stretch was one of the few
times Tuesday night that the Lady
Stags' offense was rolling. Trish
Elser had a team-high 16 points
and 10 rebounds and Tricia Sacca

added 15 points and six steals.
Gailor was held to 2-for-9
shooting (five points), and Lisa
Mikelic scored only seven points
but dished out ten assists, and each
contributed on the defensive end.
The defense kept the Lady
Stags in the game during the first
half as Fairfield forced 11 turnovers, led by Sacca's four firsthalf steals. Nolan used a full court
press that kept the Lady Gaels off
balence for most of the half, and
Fairfield led, 36-24 by intermission.
"The team is taking pride in
its defense," Nolan said. "We [the
coaching staff] told them that if
they can remain consistent with
the defense, then we can win."
The tough defense continued in the first ten mintues of the
second half as the Lady Stags lead
increased to 64-44 on a 360 degree
move by Sue Bly. But Iona still
hung in the game and with 2:45 left
in the game, Patty Reynolds (18
points) canned a one-and-one to
cut the Lady Stags' lead to 70-54.
But two steals and four points by
Friel gave Fairfield its 18th win of
the season.
Stag Notes: In Fairfield's
last two games they have held their
opponents to under 35 percent
shooting. They also have forced 45
turnovers in those same two
games...
IONA (56) Record: 3-22
White 5-8 5-515 Winterfeldt 6-170-012 Clemente 1 4 0-0 2 Reynolds 8-20 2-2 18 Ciancone1-3 0-1 2
Sharkey 1 -3 0-0 2 Marco 0-0 0-0 0 Spafford 0-2 2-2
2 Brady 0-2 0-0 0 Alvarez 0-1 1-2 1 Brown 1-1 0-0 2
Byrnes 0-0 0-0 0
Totals: 23-61 10-12 56
FAIRFIELD (77) Record: 18-7
Sacca 7-121-315 Mikelic 2-5 3-4 7 Elser 7-102-216
Gailor 2-9 1-15 Friel 5-9 1-311 Pritchett 2-3 1 -2 5
Lewis 3-6 2-3 8 Bly 1 -2 1 -2 3 Abromovitch 1-4 0-0 3
Brickhouse 0-0 0-0 0 Sheehan 1-30-02 Auerbeck 1 2 0-0 2
Totals: 32-65 12-20 77
Halftlme: Fairfield 36-24
Three-point goals: Abromovitch

Stag '9'
heads to N.C
(Cont'd from p. 15)
season.
Another freshman, Luis Garcia, will handle the third base
chores. He finished secord on the
club with 16hits last fall, batting at
a .320 clip. He was also nine for
nine in stolen base attempts.
Taking over the shortstop
position from McLaughlin, will be
junior Fran Maurais. His glove has
been impressive up to this point in
his career, and a .250 contribution
from his bat will make him a very
important part of the club this season.
The offense and the defense
look strong. It's enough to make
even the worst pessimist think that
this club might go pretty far this
season. But the pessimist still has
one ace up his sleeve. What about
the pitching?
Sorry, Mr. Pessimist, the pitching has the capability of being as
strong as the rest of the club this
season.
The Stags return four starters
with at least two years experience.
Anchoring the staff is junior Steve
Becker. Behind him are junior
Chris Roberge and seniors Gardner and Matt Torrenti.
"The strength of our pitching
remains to be seen, but I think if
they continue to improve, our pitching can be adequate," said Slosar.
And so the Stags look like
they're ready to battle the traditional MAAC powerhouses, LaSalle, Fordham and Iona for the
championship this season.
"Traditionally, the seniors
usually have their best years as
seniors," Gardner said.
If everything comes together
for the Stags this season, they could
be on their way to putting Farifield
on the baseball map in the Northeast.

Stags will face Niagara in first round of MAAC Tourney
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
Fairfield heads to Albany's
brand new Knickerbocker Arena
Friday night to open the MAAC
post-season tournament with a firstround game against Niagara.
The Stags, seeded fifth in the
South division, take on the Purple
Eagles, seeded fourth in the North,

at 7 p.m.
The Stags upended Niagara
60-54 in the only previous meeting
between the two schools this season in January. In that contest,
Marvin Walters scored 15 points
and Drew Henderson grabbed 10
rebounds to give the Stags their
first conference victory of the season.
Stag coach Mitch Buonaguro

is optimistic about his team's
chances against Niagara. "I think
we're playing well now," Buonaguro said. "We get Niagara in the
first round and we can play with
them. We've been competitive in
the MAAC all season."
The Stags, who are in the
midst of a four-game losing streak,
will have to stop Niagara's Pat
Jones. Jones, who is third in the

Sport Shorts

Skaters end with win over Scranton
Matt Coldren
.Staff Writer
The icemen of Fairfield ended their season on a high note Saturday night by downing
Scranton University 8-4. The Stags were coming off a tough loss at Amherst on Wednesday
that put them out of the ECAC playoffs, but they bounced back on Saturday night and dominated Scranton.
Early on, the Stags found themselves trailing 2-1. This deficit was short-lived, though,
as the Stags took control of the game in the second period. Captain Bob MacDonald had his
most productive game of the season scoring four goals. Also helping out on offense was
sophomore winger Mike Brouillette who added two goals. Defensively the Stags turned in
a strong performance. Paul Leary, Marty Pierce, Rick Mason and Paul Quinn all played well
and handed out some big hits.
The Stags end the season with a 9-12-2 record. The whole team is looking to next
season with confidence. The Stags will lose only two players to graduation, assistant captain
Pat Brady and forward Joe Cranna. The rest of the team will remain intact, and they have good
reason to be confident.

Swimmers End Season at Metro Championships
Bill McCarthy
Staff Writer
Fairfield's men's swimming team finished its season this past weekend in the
Metropolitan Championships at the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy. The Stags placed tenth
overall and did very well in the relay races. The team came in seventh in the 800 yard free
relay, eighth in the 200 yard free relay, and eighth in the 400 yard medley relay.
The Stags also had several outstanding individual performances. Captain Jim Turney,
one of the most consistent swimmers all season, finished fourth in the 500 yard freestyle.
Turney made it to the finals of the 200 yard freestyle as well. Jose Fajardo came in twelfth
in the 100 yard freestyle and Scott Biniae reached the consolation race in the 200 yard
backstroke.
Coach Al Wachs was encouraged by the achievements of his freshmen swimmers.
Tony Gag'iardo was in the consolation race of the 200 yard breaststroke and "freshman
phenom" Eric Centner finished twelfth in the 100 yard breaststroke.
Wachs was pleased with the divers and with the work of diving coach Leslee Aquavia.
Wachs said, "She has done a great job with the young divers." Freshmen Shawn Keegan and
Breo Vazuez both excelled at the Metropolitan Championship.

conference in scoring, hitting at a
21.5 clip, has scored in double
figures in 44 of his last 45 games
for the 6-21 Puple Eagles.
Fairfield will look to seniors
Ed Duncan and Marvin Walters
for leadership in the tournament.
Duncan and Walters are the only
two players remaining from Fairfield's 1987 conference championship team.

Since Fairfield won in 1987,
LaSalle has swept the last two
tournaments, and with a 25-1 record, they are favored to win again.
A Fairfield win in the first
round will send them into the Lion' s
pit with LaSalle in the second
round. LaSalle beat Fairfield twice
this season, 78-51 at Fairfield, and
72-49 in Philadelphia.

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

$2 OFF
No! We're not kidding! Come in to
our store now with this coupon and save
$2.00 on a regular Supercut. It'll make
your Supercut a super deal. And give
you a look that'll turn heads.
No appointment necessary.

SUPERCUTS

<s>

FAIRFIELD
1202 Kings Highway Cutoff
(in the Circle Plaza)
M-F 9-9, Sat. 9-6, Sun. 10-3
255-0608
Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires Mar. 8,1990
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Stags Run Out of Miracles
Fitzsimons' Prayer Not Enough
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
They say lightning never
strikes the same place twice. In
Mitch Buonaguro's five seasons at
the helm of Fairfield, he managed
to guide the ligtning to Alumni
Hall on two different Senior Nights.
So much for what they say
about lightning...
On Monday night Mitch was
about to thumb his nose at the
lightning experts again, but this
time the lightning bolt just missed
Alumni Hall and Iona escaped with
a 59-56 victory and second place
in the MAAC-South.
The lightning did peer
through the clouds on this Senior
Night though, as the Alumni Hall
crowd said good-bye to seniors
Marvin Walters, Ed Duncan, and
Greg Keith.
With 25 seconds remaining
in regulation, Iona's Joey Johnson
hit both ends of a one-and-one to
give the Gaels a 51-47 lead.
The Gaels called timeout to
set up their defense. Fairfield
worked the ball around until Kevin
George found Duncan at the top of
the key and Duncan nailed a threepointer to cut the Iona lead to a
point.
The Stags' Terry Fitzsimons
then fouled Johnson with 11 seconds left, and Johnson headed to
the line with a chance to put the
Gaels up by three.
After Johnson was given the
ball to shoot his first free throw,
Iona's Sean Green took his position in the lane. It was an obvious
lane violation, but none of the three
officials claimed to see it.
"I don't want to bad mouth
the officials, but apparently Marvin
(Walters) said the official saw it,"
Buonaguro said. "The thing was,
one official had to see it. Marvin
pleaded because he saw the violation. That should have been called.
If it's a violation and the official
saw it, he should call it."
No violation was called, and
Johnson calmly sank both ends of
the one-and-one. With the violation, Fairfield would have had the
ball and trailed by just a point with
11 ticks left. Instead they trailed

The
PressBox
by Ric Brown

Time for a new slogan
Ric Brown ,
Sports Editor

Ed Duncan drives to the hoop, drawing a foul fromlona's Danny
Doyle in Monday night's loss. Marvin Walters (r.) and Kevin George
look on.
Photo: Tanya Reiss
by three.
"It was a huge play," said
Buonaguro.
The next play would be even
huger.
Fairfield inbounded the ball
and George pushed it up over halfcourt. He found Walters behind
the three-point line on the left side
with seven seconds left and Walters launched his trey. It missed
and bounced out long to Duncan
who tapped it to Fitzsimons in the
corner where he waited to throw
up a final prayer.
Fitzsimons just beat the
clock, and with the horn sounding,
the ball rattled around the rim and
fell through. There was pandemonium in the stands, and it looked
like this would be just another
average Fairfield Senior Night with

the lightning bolts and everything.
"They've done it before,"
said Iona coach Gary Brokaw. "He
(Fitzsimons) did the same thing
against Loyola last week."
"We just ran the stuff that we
practiced all year and Fitz made
it," Buonaguro said of the shot that
sent the game into overtime.
In the overtime though, the
Stags could not harness the momentum they had just picked up.
They did not score in the extra
period until 59 seconds remained.
"The big thing in the overtime was we came out and had two
good shots and missed them,"
Buonaguro said. "We couldn't
make a shot in the overtime."
With 3:45 left, Green hit a
five-footer to give Iona a 55-53
(Cont'd p. 15 Stags, fall)

What Lockout? The Stag
'9' is Ready to Play
Stags Primed for Championship Run in '90
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
For the first time in three seasons, Fairfield's baseball team will
head to North Carolina tomorrow
without Joe Solomine and Matt
McLaughlin. The catcher and
shortstop who anchored the Stag
'9' forthe last three seasons, graduated last year after leading the Stags
to their first winning season in four
years.
But the Stags return a number
of veterans from the last couple of
seasons and this year they look like
they 're ready to make a run at their
first-ever MAAC baseball title.
"I think we've got a good
chance this season," said senior
pitcher Matt Gardner. "Talentwise,
I think its one of the best teams
since I came here. We're not hurting anywhere. I just hope everyone pulls through."
"I hope we can improve on
last year," said coach John Slosar.
"We have a lot of kids coming
back with a lot of experience."
The Stags will look to captains Dan Buchanan, a senior from
Bristol, Conn., and Mike Svab, a
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senior from Watertown, Conn, to
take over the leadership roles vacated by L jlomine and McLaughlin.
Buchanan, a second baseman
who has started since his freshman
season, batted .316 last spring while
appearing in all 33 of the Stag's
contests. He stole 18 bases and
knocked in 24 runs, the second
best RBI total on the club.
Svab, who came back from
knee troubles earlier in his career,
started in all 33 Stag contests last
year, batting .262 and knocking in
19 runs. He showed some power
too, hitting two home runs in the

spring, while hitting three the previous fall.
Aside from these two senior
leaders, Slosar is looking for his
outfield to contribute heavily to
the team.
"The outfield is one of our
strengths," Slosar said. "We have
five players out there with experience. I look at all five of the kids as
starters, and I think that we've got
to get all five of them in the lineup."
Anchoring the strong outfield
is sophomore Keith McCall.
McCall came on the baseball scene
last season as a freshman and
immediatley made a big impact.
The speedster stole 24 bases in 25
attempts, while batting .286 out of
his leadoff position in the lineup.
Last fall, he led the club with 26
hits while batting .456.
Juniors John Mitchell and Joe
Greiner bring more experience to
the outfield, each of them capable
of generating some much-needed
power for the offense.
Mitchell hit .290 in the fall,
while leading the team with 10
RBI's. Greiner hit .286 last spring
and ripped three homers, third best
on the team.

First they made Fairfield's Red Sea, once one of the most feared
student cheering sections in the country, look like a bunch of fairweathered cry babies. Then they had the arrogance to write a letter to
this newspaper last week, telling Mitch Buonaguro how he should
coach his Stags.
The "they" that I speak of is Fairfield's new student cheering
section, the "Sixth Man."
The "Sixth Man," seemed like a good idea when it was instituted
at the beginning of this basketball season. 150 students would be
outfitted in red jerseys donatedhy Coke and their purpose would be to
paint their faces, and yell and scream, and cause general bedlam in
Alumni Hall. They were supposed to make opponents fear Alumni
Hall.
Instead they decided that their purpose was to deride a coach who
won two conference championships at this school after he helped
coach a National Championship team at Villanova.
"What have you done for me lately?" became their rallying cry.
The "Sixth Man," turned out to be an embarassment for Fairfield.
While I understand that only about 20 of the "Sixth Man," members
took it upon themselves to ask for Mitch's head, and later tell him how
to use his talent, their actions made the whole student body look bad.
Sure, the purpose of competing in Division I athletics is to win.
Fairfield went to overtime Monday night with a chance to finish
second in the MAAC-South. They haven't exactly been an embarassment this season. In fact, they've beenin every game they've played
except for a handful.
Maybe its time for a new slogan, something like "Let's can the
Sixth Man."
Breaking up the Red Sea into two student cheering sections at the
beginning of the season was a bad idea that was made worse when the
"Sixth Man" turned into a Benedict Arnold that did more harm than
good.
The Red Sea seems to be gasping for breath; there was hardly any
life in it this season.
Maybe now if we "Can the Sixth Man," new vitality will be
pumped into the Red Sea again next year, and Alumni Hall will once
again be one of the most feared places to play in the country.
Besides saying good-bye to seniors Ed Duncan, Marvin Walters, and Greg Keith last Monday night, Fairfield's fans said goodbye to two other seniors. Cheerleaders Tom Jack man and Don
Chiapetta received a big ovation from the crowd for their efforts with
the cheerleading team over the past couple of years.
The cheerleaders might be some of the best athletes in this school
and its great to see them get some recogniton.
The Lady Stags found themselves among the nation's elite in the
latest AP Top-25 poll. Fairfield picked up six points, good for a
ranking of 46 in the nation after last week's victories over Holy Cross
andFordham.
The ladies are looking for a 20-win season and a berth in the
NCAA tournament.
LaSalle proved itself human last week, needing to go to overtime
before beating St. Peter's 74-66. The Explorers were ranked 13th in
the AP poll this week.
At first I thought the Knicks were crazy trading Rod Strickland
for Mo Cheeks. But the more I think about it, the more it seems like
a pretty decent trade. Strickland was never going to fit in with the
Knicks and it seemed like his bad attitude would bring the team down.
The Knicks were a team in search of leadership beforcthe trade.
Strickland might be a great player some day, but he wasn't going to be
a leader.
Mo Cheeks will give the Knicks some stability and some leadership. He might even be able to get Mark Jackson's head straightened
out so that Jax can play up to the level that Knick fans got accustomed
to in his freshman season.
This baseball lockout thing is really starting to annoy me.
One last thing. I want to thank all my friends who helped this
overex cited sportswriter find his school ring when it flew off amidst
the hysteria following Terry Fitzsimons' dramaticshot last Monday
night. You guys are the best. I probably owe you all dinner or
something. I'll see what I can do.
Catcher-outfielder, Rob Banasiak should also provide some
offensive power to the team., The
junior collected four round-trippers last spring.
Sophomore Ed Kiernan will
bring a strong arm with him to
right field, along with lots of speed.
Kiernan hit .467 in limited action
during the spring, but came on to
hit .290 in 14 fall games, while
stealing seven bases in seven attempts.
The Stags will look to a couple
of freshman to sew up a couple of
holes in the infield.

Taking over the catching responsibilities from Solomine will
be freshman Joe Carillo. Carillo
has already established himself as
a quality backstop in the eyes of his
mates.
"Carillo looks very good," said
Gardner. "He handles the pitchers
very well. He's like a veteran back
there already."
Carillo was impressive last
fall, throwing out 43 percent of the
runners who tried to steal against
him. He has a decent bat too, as he
hit .289 in the abbreviated fall
(Cont'd, p. 15, Stag'9')

